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Many folks get embarrassed
when their picture is made and
hide their embanneement by
grinnirr3.
N..tice in the pictures in large
newspapers the folks who are
grinning, regardless of the hu-
mor, or tragedy of the situat-
ion being planned.
Saw one today of two detectives
hustling a girl away fro a
store where she had been held
by a gunman. Seconds after
they got the girl out the gun-
man was shot to death. The
two detectives were grinning
broadly as they took the terri-
fied girl to imfety.
We feel sure the two saw very
little humor in the situation.
, They were merely trying to
cover up their embarrassment.
Sew ens time where a police-
man was leading a killer away
to jail. He wore a big grin.
The kistroesflet Clukreit_
recently carried the following:
Take time to live — it is the
secret of success.
Take time to think — it is the
source of power.
Take time to play — it is the
• secret of youth.
Take time to read — It is the
foundation of knowledge.
Take time for friendship it
is the source of happiness.s Take time to laugh — it helps
life's load.
Take time to dream — it hit-
ches the soul to the stars.






Calloway County Heart Fund
Chairmen, Mrs. Willard Ails,
has annoimcecl that the 1969
Heart-Days For Business canvas
will be conducted on February
15 by members of the ?anhel-
link Council from Murray State
Univeraity. This is a solicita-
tion of local commercial and
professional eetablishmerits af-
fording local businessmen an
opportunity to contribute to the
annual Heart Fund campaign.
Mrs. Ails pointed out that
been attacks, more than any
other known disease, are the
Illesabast threat to businessmen
— particularly between the
sages of 45 end 65. Heart dis-
lases wipe out years of In-
vestment in training executives
and skilled labor. And in Ken-
tucky, she said that 226,000 an
afflicted with heart disease. Last
year 15,900 Kentuckians lost
their lives as a result of heart
attacks. Therefore; heart dis-
eases are our Number One en-
emy, causing 54.5 per cent of
all deaths, and your Heart As,
sociation is the Number One
defense.
The Heart Fund volunteers
will visit downtown business of-
fices, storm, professional offic-
es and shopping centers to iv-
ceive your Heart Fund contri-
butions.
WEATHER REPORT
•11.1,1 r roes Intormatiosel
by United Press International
Clear %est to pertly cloudy
northeast. /ugh upper 4(h west,
low 40s east. Clear and colder
Wednesday night and Thurs-
day Low tonight teens and low
20s
Kentucky Lake: 7 cm. 359.6,
down 0.2; below darn 330.4,
down 0.2. 17 gates open.
Barkky Lake: 7 a.m. 359.9,
dowel 0.2; below dam 332.9,
down 0.2.
Sunrise 649: sunset 5:33.
Moon rape 3:59 a.m.
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
The five-day Kentucky weath
outlook, Thursday through
ondaY.
Temperatures will average 2
10 degrees below the normal
highs and 24-33 lows.
Precipitation will total one
f to one inch during the
kend
•
In Our 90th Year
BULLETIN
VATICAN CITY (UPI) —
Pope Paul VI today ()vernal.
cad arguments within his ewe
church and reaffirmed that
Renton Catholics may not use




A turkey shoot will be held
at the Hardin Conservation
Club, located on U.S. Highway
641 North, on Saturday, Febru-
ary 16, starting at nine am.
The shoot is being sponsored
by the Dexter Community Cen-
ter. Funds will go toward the
erection of a basketball court
on the grounds of the Dexter
Center.
The Center is located in the
old elementary school building
at Dexter. A recreational pro-
gram is planned to benefit the
youth of the community. The
Center is also used by many
persons in the area as a place
for showers, parties, etc.






Mrs. Clara W. Humphrey of
Murray has been named a part-
time instructor in journalism
at Murray State University. Dr.
Harry M. Sparks, president of
the University, has announced.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
H. T. Waldrop of Murray, Mrs.
Humphrey has been teaching
English at Murray High School
for the past 13 years.
She received her bachelor of
journalism degree from t h e
University of Miss.niri in 1943
and a master of arts in educat-
ion degree from Murray State.
She has also done graduate
work in communications at the
University of Minnesota.
Hee professional experience
includes associations with the
Mayfield Messenger, the Louis-
ville Caurier-Journal & Times
and Farion & Huff Advertising
Agency, Louisville.
She also edited. the Scenic
South magazine before return-
ing to Murray in 1948 to help
organize radio station WNBS.
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Coninitiii1t7 Nemspapar
=_--
ftitu.1111111.1 -
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, February 12, 1969
•
104 Per Copy
Lions Club Contribution — The Murray Lions Club presents • check for $1,050 to the calif:may Camay C.D. ResewIlamed for purchase of a fire truck. From left to right are Bobby McDowell, Lions Club radio auction committee. CodiabL Caldwell Lion president. Chuck Simons, auction corMilf WM& • 111643*•• brOINS; r-virsener of the Rescue Squad and Edwin JortiVInas, president of the Aeneas Squad. 
HermanMiller Is
Claimed By Death
Word has been 'received of
the 'death of Herman Miller of
Louisville. formerly af Murray.
lie was 63 years of age and
died suddenly from a heart at-
tack on Tuesday.
Miller was a teacher in the
Louisville Schools. He received
his Master's degree fnom Ole
Miss.
Survivors are his wife. Mrs
Frances Miller, and one son,
Charles Miller. both of Lquis-
vllle.
, .Funeral and burial serviette
W411 be held Friday at' the Rolfe
Funeral Home. Paducah, where




A. B. Beale & Son Hardware
of Murray teas one of several
hardware firms having mem-
bership in the Kentucky Retail
Hardware Association which
were honored Monday.
The local firm has been a
member of the associ•ation for
the past tweMy-fiie years.
Firms were honored at the




A Calloway County juvenile
was taken to the State Recept-
ion Center at Louisville today
by Deputy Sheriff Gene Parlfer.
The juvenile was charged
with break -rig and entering of
the Stokes Tractor and Imple-
mer' Co ::t Murray, and for
some other breakins .;in May-
field, according to the office' of
County Judge Hall McCuiston
The juvenile will be sent to
a state camp from the recent-
on center.
Republicans Display Unity
Sought By The Democrats
By AMES M. EVANS
JACKSON. lenn (UPI) —
Republicans. eyeing their first
chance to gain control of the
Tennessee congressional dele-
gation since Retonstruclion
days, Tuesday night displayed
the Unity that Democrats pray-
ed for.
In an 8th District convention
State Rep. Leonard Dunavant,
49-year-old furniture store own-
er from Millington, won the
GOP nomination on a unani-
mous first ballot vote
Dunavint, a second - term
legislator and chairman of the
powerful House Finance, Ways
and Means Committee, will face
Ed Jones, a former state agri-
culture commissioner, who won
the Democratic nomination Mon-
day night after six ballots.
The election on March 25 will
also draw a number of inde-
pendents -- mainly dissident
Democrats -- when voters in
the sprawling West Tennessee
district choose a successor to
the late Rep Robert A Everett.
In accepting his nominatifin,
ti.OWYON.resi, rANIOYNt
- •
Dunavant pledged personal re-
presentation for the district
and appealed for the help of
111.
"I need you," he said "These
are serious times, there are dif-
ficult days ahead."
Dunavant cited the war in
Vietnam, crime and the nation-
al debt as problems facing the
nation.
Democrats, in their conven-
tion Monday night at Jackson,,
obtained from each of 11 candi-
dates considered by theeltanven-
tion a pledge of support for the
nominee. At least two potential
candidates — Edwin Pigue of
YorkVille and James 0. Lanier
of Dyersburg, refused to take
the pledge and said they would
run anyway.
Republicans — 446 strong —
heard only one other candidate
beside Dunavant placed in nom-
ination lie was Slate Rep. W.
H. Walker of Brownsville, who
Immediately withdrew in favor
of Dunavant.
A legal technicality. required






Murray State The Murray Sport Parachute
Club has extended an invital-Joe Green of the iun to anyone interested in sportState University Security office parachuting to attend theirreported a breakin at the sad.open house meeting at 7:30 p.m.
morning at 420 a.m.
itorium of Murray State this r -
(See Picture on Back Page): 
Green said he found a Tuesday.wood- 
February 18 at theen ladder against the south wall i
.and a small pane of g Baptist Student Union The
wincriv.' on the southeast cornet '1— I building is located next to the
of the building had been bro-
I
olversity
N ;Oh 15th Street.
: Church of Christ on
ken out to open the window. '
The ATO fraternity has bees .,im Weçt, owner of the
,Greene County Sport Parachuteholding an exchange there, ane
:-)100-nata in Zemiis. Ohio. is seised-an empty money bi;:„ and em
change drawer were found, ac
carding to Green.
The amount of the money
missing was unknown at eight
ons and demonstrate thetia.m. today, according to Green's questi
parachuting gear, The
partment.
report to the Murray Police De- use ot
Many club was formed in Nov-
ember of 1968 and has a roster
of 31 active members. Member-
Art • ship is open to anyone over 16Record Price ,ears of age'The club provides training
or Tobacco
and arrangements for makingF • Jumps. About 30 people have.already ..been trained in Murray
and made jumps from KyleIs Reported Field. Of these jumpers sevenwere girls, which indicates par-
achuting is not a rough sport,
a club spokesman said.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. Hollin Jones
of Hazel Route One sold "their
tobacco on the Murray Market
yesterday with one basket of
the dark fired selling at $6500
per hundred pounds.
This is the higheat— known
gelling price for a bilaket of
dark fire tobacco to be sold -on
the Murray Market, according
to records of the local tobacco
sales
Jones sold 9.756 pounds for a
total of $5,306.72 with an aver-
age for the entire crop being
$54.40. He grew this tobacco
an 3.53 acres and the average
was $1,526.20 per acre.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones live on a
130 acre farm with 100 tend-
able acres. His dark fired to-
bacco base is 3.53 acres The
farm is located ax miles south
of Lynn Grove In the Tay-
lor Store community.
Jones is 64 years of age and
says he plans to continue grow-
ing tobacco and to be -active in
the various farming Programs .
Mr and Mrs. Jones are attive
members of the North Fork
Baptist Church in Henry Coun-
ty, Tenn., where they have
served as Sunday School tea- ,
chers in the adult and junior
departments for the past :15
years.
They are. the parents of too
daughters, Mrs Vernon C. (An
nie) Nance. 1229 • Dogwood
Drive, Whitnell Fistates, Slur
ivy, and Mrs. Charles M. (Bola
hie) Burieen of Murray Route
Three in the Elm Grove corn
murkily.
Mrs. 'Nance is teller and sec-
retary to H. Glenn Doran. pre.
sident, at the Peoples. Bank
where she has been employed
for the past thirteen years. Her
husband is employed at Airco
Alloys and Carbide. Calvert
City, and has worked there for.
fifteen years.
Mrs Burkeen's husband is
activiqy engaged in a farm and
dairy program in the Elm Grove
community_ They have one son,
Graves Borksien, who us, an
eighth grade student at the Al-
m° Elementary
ONE CITED
One person was cited for
public drunkenness by the Mur-
ray Police 1)epartment last
night._
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
There are 1,131,673 primary





Chuck Simons, Chairman of
the Lions Club Radio Auction
Committee is shown above giv-
ing a check for $1,050.00 to
Mike Lyons, Treasurer of the
Calloway County C.D. Rescue
Squad. This money is to be us-
ed toward the purchase of a
$14,382 fire truck for Calks
teed, to speak at the meeting was County. This check repre-
and show a film on skydiving. sents 50', of the money raised
Members of the club will be from the radio auction.
The other funds from the n-on hand afterward to answer
dio auction will be used in lo-
cal projects including sight con-
servation which is the Lion's
Club main project. 
TheLion's Club expressed
their thanks to each individual
and business donating goods
and services to the radio auct-
ion as well as everyone buying
the goods and ser.:ices and mak-
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Miss Beth Garrison Named
As School Basketball Queen
Miss Beth Garrison is the
1968-69 Murray University
School Basketball Queen. ac-
cording to Vernon E. Shown,
director of the school.
The queen was crowned be-
fore the varsity game between
the Colts and Puryear, Tenn.
Miss Garrison is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. James Gar-
rison of Oak Dal. Drisk She
is a member of the .'unior class
and serves as class secretary.
Beth is secretary of the Pep
Club and Beta Club. serves as
reporter for NFL, and is an
active member of the newspap-
er and yearbook staff. She is a
junior representative to the Stu-
dent Council and a member of
the French Club.
Beth was escorted by Steve
Willoughby, junior, son of Mr
and Mrs. Aubrey Willoughb!..
and Nelson Waldrop, senior,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert E.
Waldrop.
Attendants to the queen were
Miss Chris Kodman and Miss
Vickie Copeland.
Chris. is a senior and the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Frank
—1Cadmane of Kirkwood Drive.
Shr is the editor of the 1968-
69 yearbook, Student Council
secretary, president of NFL, a
member of FBLA, Pep Club,
County Man Fined,
McCracken County
The following was reported in
the court report of the Mc-
Cracken County Court held on
Monday. It was published in
the Paducah newspaper and is
being reprinted for the inter-
est of the Ledger * Times
readers:
"A Calloway County man, Joe
Nance, was found guilty of dis-
orderly conduct after a hear-
ing in County Court. He was
fined $50 and costs and also
received a suspended 30-day
jail sentence. ,The charge a-
gainst Nance was reduced from
contributing to the delinquency





An average of $49.24 was re-
ported in the sale of Type 23
dark fired tobacco on the Mur-
ray Market on Tuesday, accord-
ing to 011ie Barnett, reporter
for the local market.
The total pounds sold on
Tuesday were 132.388 for a to-
-tat amount of $65,192.70, ac-
cording to Barnett.
The Tuesday average was
five cents lower than the Fri-
day average of $49.29.
Sales will continue on the
Murray loom. Doran'is Farris,
Growers, and Planters, on Fri-
day.
•
Mr. arid Mrs. 0. Holli'n Jones of 
1.
st
Frank Hudson, reprosentativ• of the .E.5. 
•
.—R°O-b.ey e3Cr"ompaarsennill"ise,thre.rd oranatirteh. sorimghethowndithsof tobacco from the bask•t of dark fired that sold yesterday on'the Murray Market for the
highest known -price of 1,65 per hundred pounds
&toff Photo by Ed coltiat
 • .......••.••••••
•
arid Beta Club. She is French
Club president.
Miss Kodrrian was escorted
by Steve Ararit, senior, son of
Mr. and Mrs Frvin Arant. and
Jay Richey, senior, son of Mrs.
Frances Richey.
Vickie is a junior and is the
daughter of Mrs. R. V. Rose
of Covey Drive. She serves as
class treasurer, and is a mem-




The case of Mrs. Douglas A.
Midi of Joplin. Mo., vs Douglas
A. Bladl of Joplin. - Mo., and
Allen Russel Pryor of Hopkins-
vile is scheduled for Monday,
February 17, at nine a.m, when
the Circuit Court reconvenes.
Circuit Court Clerk James
Blalock said the case involves
automobile accidents that oc-
Curred on Saturday. December
9, 1967, at 11 p.m and on Sun-
day. December 10. 1967, at 7:40
CUL
The Ledger & Times checked
their files and found that the
accidents occurred at the inter-
section of Highway 121 Bypass
and U.S. Highway 641. Pryor's
was a one oar accident on De-
cember 9, and the Wadi accid-
ent occurred the next morning.
The accidents both occurred in
foggy weather, according to the
Account 91 the collisions in the
Ledger gc Times.
Yesterday in Circuit Court
dates for the criminal court
docket and motions were made.
The case of James Shekel
vs. James Onus! Lassiter and
son. Michael. was scheduled for
today, but the case was settled
out of court. It inv3Ived an
aut_im3bile accident that oc-
curred on U.S. Highway 641
South near Puryear, Tenn.. on
the night of November 25, 1966
Shekell was awarded $44,000.09
in the suit settled out of court,




Several ministers ot the Mur-
ray area, along with Mayor
Holmes Ellis, were guests of
the Murray Civitan Club last
week at the Clergy Night meet-
ing.
Hardiman Nix introduced the
speaker, Charlie Baker of Nash-
ville, Tennessee. Baker, who is
past governor of the Valley
District of Civitan Internation-
al, is a very talented speaker
and an interesting and enter-
taining program was enjoyed
by all present, a spokesman
said.
Brent Manning, a former
member of the Murray Club,
was present for the meeting
and was welcomed back into the
local club.
Mention was made that the
first meeting night in March
will be youth night and Civi-
lians will have as their guests,




Granville A. Dick, Paducah
Route Three, brother of Mrs.
Essie Humphrey of Murray, died
Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. at Lour-
des Hospital, Paducah. He was
69 years of age.
Survivors include one daugh-
ter, Mrs. Carl Broyles of St
Louis. Mo.: two sons, Jewel Dick
of Paducah Route Three and
Paul Dick of St. Louis, Mo.;
two sisters, Mrs. Odel Middle-
ton of Kevil and 'Mrs Humph-
rey of Murray: thirteen(grand-
children.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at ten a.m, at the
Kennedy Funeral Home, Padu-
cah, with Rev. Joe Gardner of-
ficiating. Burial will ,be in the
Sunny Slope Cemetery.
All First-Class
NEW YORK (UPI —Begin-
ning Feb. 1. Eastern Airlines
will introduce all fIrst-class
_nonstop service on four major
routes — New York-St. Louts,
New York-West Palm Beach,
N e w York - Charlotte, a n d
Washington-St Louis. The new
service will use DC9 planes
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Quotes From The NewsBy UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
PARIS — North Vietnamese (=Iola', commentingon speculation Communist delegates might become moreflexible in Vietnam talks:
"We have neither hardened nor softened our po-sition. We merely maintain our position."
WASHINGTON — Staff report for President's Com-mission on Violence, describing differences between riotsIn Miami and Chicago during the national conventions:"The /Lanai rioters were 'not consciously seekingpublicity as were those in Chciago and they apparentlyhad no plans to embarrass the police by provoking themto take unusually strong action in view of the TV cam-eras."
LOS ANGELES — Mrs. Mary Sirhan, appraising thejury that will try her son, Sirhan B. Sirhan, oat a chargeof murdering Sen. Robert F Kennedy:
"They seem like nice people. I must prat for themand may God give them light." -
NEW YORK — Mayor John V. Lindsay, commentingin this election year on criticism of him for the city))slow recovery from the effects of a snow storm:"The year 1000, 1 am sure, will become asnow job."
Bible Thought for Today
Ilist put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make notpmedelsoi for the flesh, to fulfill the lusts thereof.
—Romans 13:14.Omsk Amager for worldly possessions starves thesoul
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGES, & TIMES ma
The Housing and Home Finance Agency has accept-ed the workable program which has been forwarded bythe Murray Housing Commission to obtain low rentalhousing for the city. Members of the Murray Commissionare W. G. Nash, chairman, L. D. Miller, E. W. Riley, andBuford Hurt.
The first of a series of Lenten services will be heldat St. John's Episcopal Church tonight at 7:30 p.m. withRev. Robert H. Steilberg of Elizabethtown and Rev. Wil-liam Thomas of Murray in cliarge.
Mr. and Mrs. John T Lassiter of Murray Route Fiveare the parents of a daughter born at the Murray Hos-pital.
In basketball Murray High beat Lynn Grove 65 to35, Almo beat Murray Training 70 to 61, New Concordbeat Fulton County 86 to 58, and Kirksey beat Lowes68 to 63.
2.0 Years Ago Today
LEDGER it TIMES FILE
Deaths reporUxl.today are John Rupert Cole, age 50,and Mrs. Martha Ann Bridges, age 82.









WASHINGTON UPI - Frank E.
Fitzsimmons, general vice pres-
ident of the Teamsters Union and
its leader since the imprisonment
of James R. Hoffa, met for an
boar Tuesday with Labor Secre-
tary Georee P. Schultz. "1 told
him, to feel 4lis way," Fitzsimm-
ons said after the meeting. "He
was dropped into the job like
m e. "
Documents Soon To Be Sent by Phone




/Ored Wilson in Washington?
"This is George Foster In
Chicago. You know that docu-
ment I phoned you about this
-rtorning? Well, my secretary
lust located it in the files. Hold
:be line about 10 seconds and
I'll have her phone it to you
Conversations like this will
soon take place nationwide, be-
tween businessmen hundreds of
miles apart, thanks to a new
device developed here called a
graphic transceiver.
Documents, advertising lay-
outs, maps, and dozens of other
similar items can now be sent
over the phone without the need
of wire connection to either
telephone.
The word "transceiver"
means transmitter and receiver
in a single unit. This one is
portable. weighing 39 pounds,
and can transmit or receive •
cianplete page of an Ills by 11-
inch document, .line•by line, in
six minutes.
• • •
DOCUMENTS up to 9 by 14
inches can be handled. Already
a market survey has been com-
pleted as to the practicality of
the new equipment. and proto-
types have been tested in many
areas.
A patent for the device was
Issued some months ago to Mil-
ton S. Cohen, an 'electronics en-
gineer. He calls it a "facsimile
transmission system- and as-
signed the patent td' Arthur D.
Little. Inc., of Cambridge. Masa.,
which recently sold the world-
wide rights to Graphic Sciences
of Ranbury. ,
This is a graphic transceiver
In the patent explanation It
il pointed out that "a wire is
plugged into an alternating
current hoitseheeld outlet. The
sender wraps the document
around a drum, calls _the recip-
ient on the phone. places a
cradle trecesst in the device,
sea throws a switch that starts
the transmission process
-Meantime at the other end,
the recipient sets the switch in
the 'receive' position. A sheet
of electro-sensitive paper, sup-
plied by the manufacturer, is
wrapped around the drum and
the handset is placed in similar
recess ;cradle)." .
• • •
BESIDES the documents al-
ready mentioned, maps, photo-
graph., order forms and other
kinds of papers can be trans-
mitted.
Operationally. the unit is de-
signed for office use. IS easy
to use, and requires no imecial-
'zed priaonnel. By means of in-
dexes similar to those on a
typewrites. the operator can
in EICtiOrl.
control the precise amount qf
material to be sent, At the re-
ceiving end, the recipient loadshis machine with a piece of
coated paper, also supplied by
the manufacturer.
The sending machine auto-matically transmite the desired
amount of information, stopping
Itself and the receiving machine
when it Is finished. The graphic
transceiver need not be attend-
ed during transmission.
When necessary, the receiv-
ing machine can accept stencil
master paper of the kind used
for reporduction on standard
office duplicating machines.
The new equipment can han-
dle any handwritten or typed
character so long as they ex-
ceed six-point type. The approx
imate time required to send en
fltsx12-inch page is six minutes.
For a shorter message, the time
.needed iti prrsportionately less.
Power consumption is only 20
Arabs The unit can be powered
from standard household elec-
trical outlets.
WEDNESDAY—wirlitRUARY 12, 1989
"NO IRONING" COTTON Agriculture Department chemistR. M. Reinhardt displays the new cotton that dries "ironed"on the line, and conventiGnal oetton at the department'sResearch Service in New Orleans. The "mild-cure process"being developed imparts to cotton -.the capacity to drysmoothly while damp after the spin-dry cycle of the wash-ing machine. The treatment involves first wetting the fab-ric with a chemical then heating to 221F before washing.Further research is necessary for commercial application.
Bradley's Mark
NEW YORK • (UPI) — Bill
Bradley. former Princeton all-
America, holds the single gamescoring record In an NCAA
championship basketball tour-nament when he threw in 58points in the Tigers' 118-62win over Wichita in 1965. .
Department Concerned
WASHINGTON UPI - The state
department says it is"very much
concerned" over Canada's intenz
tion to exploore the possibilities
of establishing diplomatic relat-
ions with Mainland China. Depart-
ment spokesman Robert J. Mc-
Closkey said the concern came
from the "possible implication
of such moves" for the national-
ist Chinese government on For-
mosa.
Rewarding Moments
WASHINGTON UPI - Lady Bird
Johnson has resigned her honor-
ary chairmanship of the antipov-
erty "Head Start" preschool pro-
gram. The former first lady said
her association with theprogram
"provided me with some of the
most rewarding moments I have
known."
h. No ''Broad Support"
IJ,NDON UPI - Prime Minist-
er Harold Wilson rejected a par-
Itamentary suggestion Tuesday
,tliejt the government erect a stat-
ue to the late Sir Winston Church-
hill in London. Wilson said there
has been no indication of "broad
support" in the country for such
a statue.
P/ CAMEOS: atir McMahon
They Look at Each Other and Break Up
1Mr. and Mrs. Noble Brandon celebrated thier silverwedding anniversary on February 6.
A TAKEOF. ON PLAY110Y Grinnell College students in
,:rinnell. Iowa, emphasize their protest against Playboy
Magazine by. disrobing during the speaking appearance of
Bruce Drapet uor Undraper"! Playboy college representa-
tive. They protest the magazine's -lapdog female -piny-
things- philosophy One jeign reads "playmeat of the
Month-. The demonstrators represent the Grinnell Wo-
men's Liberation Group. which emphasizes birth control in-formation. and the Guerrilla Theater merrs organization
e inch sponsored a male homecoming queen contest.
. _
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By MEL HEIMER
JENNA McMAHON and
Richard Clair forever are find-
ing -olit'new and bizarre things
about one another. - and that's
how successful comedy teams
are born. Item: the pretty.
blonde Mja.s McMahon was tell-
ing your correspondent. as we
say, of the time when she was
five. in Kansas City, and took
:expression lessons." • -
"You took WHAT?" Mr.
Clair asked, and promptly fell
off his chair with guffaws.
When he recovered, you co,ul
see a new comedy routine tak-
ing shape in his handsome head.
But Miss McMahon had her in-
nings. Shortly after. Mr. Clair
mumbled how he fell into a
manhole in New York one day,
in impoverished t*es. and
hauled himself oilt.fited into
Woolworth's and got a job sell-
ing cashew nuts.
"YOU'!" Jenne cried. "CASH-
EW nuts?: And off she went
into helpless laughter- and it
now is ,•ix, two and even that
soon we may sec them do
something about a guy selling
nuts in a dime store to a dAre
Who's just finished her expres-
piton lesson for the day.
• 9 •
THIS LOVELY partnership
sense of humor has given Dickand Jenna a headlong start in
show biz. They've done numer-OUS guest shots on the Sullivan.
Griffin and Carson shows, have
played some of the better sa-
loons such as the Purple Onion
in San Francisco and The Horn
in Santa Monica, and currently
are the resident comics on the
new ABC-TV show. "What's It
All About.. World?," which is
debuting as a sort of 1969 ver-
sion of "That Was the Week
That Was."
Jenne realty DID take ex-
preesirm lessons which was a
Kansas City forni of show busi-
netts for kids, and the only other
thing she recalls of childhood in
that her mother rimed to do the
highland fling on tabletops for
kicks, and once. in Electric
Park, K.C., fell off one and
broke her ankle. After gradua-
tion, xhit went to New York andstudied drama with the famed
Stella Adler, "and -she changed
my life.
"She taught me so much.-
Jenne nays. -although I,,,decid-
Richard Cloir and Jenne McMohert storied out to beserious actors, but their senses of tremor got in the way.
Bernhardt. and that had to go.
But I did go to .Los Angeles
and become involved in theater
Work at the Cremes, Playhouse,
where I met Dick and ultimate-
ly we got 4okether to do a com-
edy tern.-
"e%, eybody else dropped out of
the ('amen and we were the only
two left. So we gave two-per-
non reviles and. I guess because
we couldret stand it not to be
funny, they became mostly
coniedy.••
They were, Jenna says. ter-
rible at first. "But Bob Stone.
'Who rims the Ice House in Pasa-
dena, stuck With Ile, gave its a
chance to practice at the curs-
tamer's' 'expense, and started us
on 'air way," she says. Now
they nu I n e the Nichols-May
lode, hewing einee to the absurd-
ity of real likes tieith. and stay-
ing frOm gags. "Believ-
able exaggeration. I euppoec,"
Dirk !suggests.
• • •
IN, CALIFORNIA. Dick lives
In Beverly Hills, Jennit In Hol-
lywood. The phone is pretty
busy as the ideas mime and
J. rm.,. for Instance. dial* Dick
and says, alnico( in disbelief,ed I wanted to hr another Serah "After -a while,- Dick says. "CASHP:W nuts',"bletritnited by King Frate.res Syndicate
• •
DICK WAS from San Fran.
('Iwo. moved to L.A. to he grad-
uated trim Loyola t7niverxity,
"and wanted to be everything."
,A better -looking version of Jack
Paste he went In New York and
suffered for his art. Including
the net•sellink and also wait-
ing on tables at the Friars
ChM, where. he insists, he was
canned becailtie he was color-
blind and couldn't tell which
salad dressing was which. When
he returned to California and
the Cameo, the.firet person he
*NW was Jenne, horsy working
on aome scenery. "Can you
catamaran hen?" she asked and
It, Neenired he could. •
Almanac e,
by United Press International
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 12,
the 43rd day of 1969 with 322
to follow. This is Lincoln's
birthday.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
• The morning stars are Mer-
cury, Mars arid )upiter.
The evening stars are Venal
and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1912, China became a re-
public when the Manchu Dynas-
ty. was overthrown.
In 1942, the German battle-
ships Scharnhorst and Gneisen-
,au escaped from Brest into the
North Sea.
In 1953, Russia broke off dip-
lomatic relations with Israel af-
ter terrorists bombed the So-
viet delegation in Tel Aviv.
, In 1963. a jetliner crashed in
the Florida Everglades, killing
43 persons.
A thought for the day
President Lincoln said, "There
Is no grievance that is fit ob-
ject of redress by, mob law.
HOLLYWOOD UPI)—VeraMiles landed a guest role withTony Fritnciosa in' an episodeof television's "The Name ofthe Game"
TV. REPAIR """
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THIS LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Darrell CleaVer (54) made this jump Shot In last night's action at Calloway
County High School. Looking on are Tommy Coil (55), David Sams (51)
and David Green (15) of Carlisle County and Sammy Todd (24) and Don
Bailey (40) of Calloway County.
Staff Photo by Crewe lLeCuticheon
John Ray Has Cut A Wide





John Ray has cut a wide and
impressive swath through the
luncheon and dinner circuit sin-
ce becoming head football coach
at the University of Kentucky two
months ago and there is uolet-tg)
insight;- •
The ambitious itinerary has
included appearances belbre-pr-
acticallt,' all local civie clubs-
the Lexington Lions Club is next
on the agenda Feb. 12-as well as
travel to all corners of the state
and such out-of-town features as
the Cincinnati Club's big annual
All-Sports Banquet.
Ray's forte as a speaker is a
wenn and sincere approach as
well as a sense of humor and
an apparent confidence in his
ability to get the job done.
He stresses mental attitude,
organization and preparedness,
"We don't know how many foot-
ball games we'll win or lose,"
he told the Lexington Wildcat
Club, "but I'll promise you this.
We'll never embarrass you."
On a few occasions, when sch-
edules permit, Ray brings along
members of his staff and the
verdict has been unanimous: a
top-flight crew which is as much
at home before a microphone
as is their boss.
After Ray delivered an intro-
ductory speech before the Wild-
cat Club, offensive line coach
Carroll Huntress told the group,
-Now you know why I gave up a
head coaching job to come to
Kentucky."
Huntress had three years re-
maining on his contract at Buck-
nell, where he produced the sch-
ool's first conference champion.
George Sefcik left Notre Dame,
where he coached such outstand-
ing receivers as Jim Seymour
and Terry Hanratty, to take over
the Wildcat offense.
"I can hardly wait until spring
It practice," he said.
Ray and all members of his
staff have been double busy me-
etmg Kentuckians and lining up
Ellis Wins
Golf Meet
MIAMI (Um - With two rtifs
ty putts Chicago White SA
pitcher Sam Ellis came from be.
hind to win the annual base-
ball players golf tournament,
and that's how the three-round
leader-Boston's Ken HarreLson
-figured it should be.
"He deserved to win. Sam-
my's been practicing all win-
ter. I'm not sad about it," said
Harrelson.
The Bosax outfielder was the
leader up to the 18th hole of
the final round of the tourna
ment Tuesday.
Ellis was two strokes behind
when he stepped up to his ball
and rammed in an 18-foot putt
that rimmed the 18th hole and
st- dropped in fir a birdie three
That left, Harrelson to rink a
par to win. But he bogeyed and
wound up tied with Ellis at 306
for 72 holes.
On the par-our 10th hole,
picked fee their sudden-death
starter, Ellis again put the pres-
sure on Harrelson, who chipped
his third shot to within eight
feet of the pin. Ellis was on the
s edge of the green in two and
his third shot was a 45-footer
dead to the hole that gave him
a birdie and the match.
Finishing third was George
Culver, Cincinnati pitcher, with
a 308 total. Baltimore Oriole
,pitcher Jim Hardin was fourth
at 314. and Cleveland manager
Alvin Dark-was fifth at 315.
U.
friends for their program.
The Coaches report a similar
dedication throughout the state
from persons seeking a winner
at UK.
Ray, himself, is theprOgram's
best sakesmans,-- -
Described by one writer as a
”city boy with the folksy way
of a country boy," he has left
a feeling of goodwill whereever
an audience has gathered to hear
his philosophy.
The big surprise was the fact
that Ray left such an esteemed
position as assistant head coach
to Ara Parseghian at Notre Da-
me.
He merely explains that the
challenge at Kentucky seemed
ready made.
"People told me it was a
basketball state and couldn't pro-
duce a football winner," Ray
said. "I looked into the situation
and found that wasn't true."
He said basketball coach Adol-
ph Rupp has been most co-oper-
ative-"Why, he's even helping
us recruit football players"-
and that there seemed enough
football material on hand to pro-
duce a winner now.
Ray is also anxious for spring
practice to began, lout there are
a lot of busy days between now
and then'.
He'll follow the Lions Club
appearance with speaking enga-
gements at Atlanta, Louisville,
Princeton, Owensboro, Bardsto-
wn, North Carolina, Lynch, Ge-
orgetown, Frankfort and many
other points.
There is also a little matter
of getting more high school sta-
rs to sign letters of intent to
play football under John Ray at
the University of Kentucky.
Bubba*Wyche Signs
In Cazuwdian League
IrNOXVLLLE SIPS - Tennes-
see Vol quarterback Bubha Wy-
che has signed a contract with
the Saskatchewan Roughriders
in the Canadian League, and
says he's "very pleased" about
it.
"I'm going to have to beat
out Rick Cassata, the former
Syracuse quarterback, to make
the team." he said.
"I'm very pleased with the
contract-the bonus, salary and
other benefits."
Wyche, who signed in Atlanta
while visiting his parents, will
graduate in June and plans to
report to the CFL the same
month.
Wyche was passed over in
the professional football draft.
ADDING SEATS
CHICAGO OS - The Chicago
White Sox are adding 11,000
seats to general admission for
this season, making a total of
25,891 that will be available for
$1.50
Under the new plan, there
will be 7,200 reserved grand-
stand seats at $2.50, compared
with 17.000 seats last year and
$10,800 box seats at $3.50, com
pared with 12,000 in 1968.
GREGG SIGNED
GREEN BY, Wis. IWO - Of-
fensive lineman Forrest Gregg.
a 12-year veteran with the
Green Bay Packers, has signed
with the National Football Le-
ague club as an assistant coact/
under Phil Bengtson.
The 35-year-old Gregg was
honored Sunday night as the






By Carlisle Co. Last Night
The Calloway County Lakelts
went down to the tune of 77 to
73 at the bands of the Carlisle
County Comets at Jeffrey gello-
nasium last night.
The Comets were fired up for
the game and by the end of the
first quarter they had a three
point lead. 17 to 14.
Eight of the Lakers 14 first
quarter points came via the gift
stripe.
The Comets manly rolled tri
the second period and at the
half they had a 38 to 29 lead.
The Lakers came out in the
second half and looked like
they had finally settled down to
business. By the end of the
frame the Lakers had cut the
Carlisle Countians lead to three
points, 55.4o 52.
With 6:08 remaining in the
game, Artie Haneline sank a
jump shot to make the score
58-80 in favor od Carlisle .9o-
ursty. Darrell Cleaver then
dropped in a layup with 5:30
left in the game to tie the
score up at 60 to 60.
The score seesawed back and
forth for the next four minutes
as neither team could get more
than a one shot advantage on
the other.
With 1:28 remaining in the
game Mike Rudd of the Corn.
eta sank a layup to give the
WASHINGTON SIPS - A one-
time Green Bay aide is the first
member of the coaching staff
Vince Lombardi is molding for
his initial year at the helm of
the Washington Redskins.
Lombardi picked Bill Austin,
formes Pittsburgh Stealer head
coach and the flat iiiilataiit-
Loreibardi tabbed for his staff in
1959 when he began -his regime
at Green Bay.
It was Lombardi's first offic-
ial action since taking over as
head coach and part owner of
the Redskins last week.
Lombardi reportedly is look-
ing at two other former head
coaches with whom he had close
associations as possible mem-
bers of his, staff. They are
Norb Hecker, former Green
Bay assistant let go by the At-
lenta Falcons last fall, and Har-
land Svare, former heed of the
Los Angeles Rams who, like
Austin, also once played under
Lombardi with the Giants.
Among others possibly in line
for Lombardi's staff are Sam
Huff, who retired at the tied of
the 1967 season after a ifellar
career as a linebacker for the
Giants and Redskins and two
holdovers from the ousted re-
gime of Otto Graham-Mike




1. $y FRED McMANE
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK me - There's
little doubt Ashland College is
the nation's best defensive unit.
but the Eagles may find it im-
possible to defend against Ken-
tucky Wesleyan in the final
weeks of the small college bas
ketball ratings.
The Faigles, who have allow-
ed only 31.9 points per game
this season, upped their record
to 18-1 this past week by hu-
miliating Slippery Rock 65-19
and took over second place in
the weekly United Press Inter-
national Board of Coaches rar
ings.
But the Eagles are still a
long way from catching Ken-
tucky Wesleyan for the No. 1
spot. The Panthers, who held
only a three-point edge over
Nevada„ Las Vegas, last week,
received strong support from
the 33-member coaches' board
Tuesday for a commanding lead
in the 10th weekly balloting.
Kentucky Wesleyan, runner-
up in the final ratings the past
two seasons. received 12 first
place votes and 334 points in
this week's balloting to take an
80-point lead over Ashland with
only four weeks remaining in
the voting.
Nevada, Las Vegas, which a
week ago appeared it might
overtake the Panthers, instead
ran into triauble against Hous-
ton last week and was crushed
118-97. The Rebels rebounded
against Loyola La., but the co-
aches dropped them to third
in the voting.
Central State of Ohio, which
won three games last week to
boost its record to 15-3, held
on to the No. 4 spot while
Southwest Missouri State scor-
ed a pair of victories and climb-
ed two places to No. 5.
S. F. Austin scored successive
triumphs over .Sul Ross and
maintained sixth place,. but
Southwest Louisiana slumped
two notches to seventh after
splitting a pair of games.







. itab - An
Underground athletic complex,
'ncluding a subtrraean foot.
11 practice field, is more than
'just a dream" for Texas Tech
lollege.
Such an unprecedented facili-
ty, ranking perhaps alongside
Houston's Astrodome as a rev-
olutionary move in sports isn't
quite- on the drawing board,
but Athletic Director Polk Rob-
inson says. "it is further along
than just a dream."
-We have plans along more
of an athletic complex instead
of just a praetfee football field
underground," said Robinson.
"It would be similar to a field
house although not built pri-
marily for basketball. We 'are
studying the possibility of put-
ting it under our present in-
tramural fields-just across the
street from our present athlet-
ic offices and Jones Stadium.'
Robison said such a structure
could feature 'tunnels from the
present dressing room into the
complex under the street and
would be ideal for closed prac-
tice sessions. It would also be
close to the overall athletic
plant.
"We favor the underground
complex because it would be
enclosed and could be used by
all sports in all weather con-
ditions," Robison said "It would
also have playing fields at
ground level on the top of the
underground structure. It could
contain ramp up and ramp down
with the ramp up being to the
"outside" fields and the ramp




NEW YORK itrft - The Unit-
sd Press International small col-
lege basketball ratings with first
place votes and won-lost re-
cords in parentheses, 10th week:
Teams __ __" ____ Points
I. Ky Wslyan (12) (17-3) 334
2. Ashland
3. Nev, Ls Vgs (76) (16%1) 2,3:
4. Central St.
5. Southwest Mo. (2) (15%3) 1 138;
6. S. F. Austin (18-2) 135
7. Southwest La. (15.5) 120
8. Fairmont St. (2) (19-1) 112







14. American Intl. 
26
15. DePauw 16
16. Alcorn A&M 13





gime continued its climb by
whipping three opponents and
advancing one "lace to eighth
Puget Sound also won three
games but fell one place to
ninth while t' heyney State scor-
ed a pair of triumphs and held
10th place.
Comets a 72 to 69 lead. At 1:10
to go in the game Dennis Sears
dropped in the first shot of a
one plus one situation to cut
the lead to 72 to 70.
In the final minute of play
the Comets had one field goal,
a jump shot by Garry Clark, and
three free throws, two by Da-
vid Sams and one by Dann.
Duncan, added to their total
while the Lakers could only
manage a field goal by Charles
Rushing and a free throw by
Dennis Sears to make the final
score 77 to 73 in favor of the
Comets.
,Charlisle hit 27 of 72 field
goal attempts for an average of
37.5 per cent while Calloway
County hit 26 of 74 from the
field for a 35.1 per cent aver-
age.
At the free throw line the
Comets sank 23 of 29 attempts
for an average of 79.3 per cent
while the Lakers hit 21 of 32 at-
tesnpts for a 65.6 per cent av-
erage.
The Lakers led in rebounds
with 40 to the Comets 36 and
the Carlisle Countians had 21
fouls charged against them
while Calloway had only 19.
Calloway Co. ' 14 29 52 - 73
Carlisle Co. 17 38 55 - 77
Calloway Co. (73) - Rushing
21, Cleaver 26, Ernstburger 14,
Haneline 4, Roney 2, Sears 6
Lassiter, Todd.
Carlisle Co. (77) - D. Dun-
can.21, clerk 6, Sams 29, Coil




By United - Press International
Jerry Conley pumped in 20
points Tuesday night to lead Mo-
rehead to a 79-72 victory over
Kentucky State at Frankfort.
Morehead- remained in second
place in the Ohio Valley Confer-
enre with the nonleague win, but
advanced to a 14-6 over-all reco-
rd. The Eagles are tied with
Western at 7-2 in the OVC.
Kentucky State led through mo-
st of the first half, and was ahead
42-35 at the half, Late in the sec-
ond period, Morehead came from
behind with wilt straight points
and coasted out from -there.
Kentucky State was paced by
Travis Grant, who took game sc-
oring honors with 25 points.
In other state college cage
action Tuesday night, Centre de-
feated Kentucky Southern 94-84,
and Campbellsville tipped North-
wood Institute of Indiana 82-73.
Tonight's light card has Austin
Peay at Bellarmine, Berea at
Transylvania, Centre at Union
and Northwood at Cumberland.
SIVED10123DAY-7E8RUARY 12. 1969
Charles Rustling (32) orf the Lakers shoots over the outstretched band of
Mickie Thomason (13) while David Sams (51) and Tommy Coil (55) of the
Comets and Dennis Sears (44) of the Lakers look on.
Staff Photo by Gene MeCuteheon
Four Teams Are In Battle
For Big 10 Championship
By Idnfted PreSs International
 AL looks like.lhe _Big-10- Confer-
ence is going to have one of its
old-fashioned donny brooks be-
fore a 1968-69 basketball cham-
pion is crowned,
What some observers thought
would be a two-team race betwe-
en Purdue and lllinois was thro-
wn into 'turmoil Tuesday 'night
when both nationally ranked pow-
ers were beaten on foreign cour-
ts, Ohio State defeated eighth-
ranked Purdue 88-85 at Colum-
bus, Ohio, and Michigan beat
ninth-ranked Illinois 92-87 arAnn
Arbor, Mich.
, Purdue still leads the confer-
ence standings with a 6-1 record
but Ohio State moved into second
place with a 5-2 mark. Illinois is
tied with Iowa for third place at
4-3 and Michigan is fifth with a
4-4 mark.
Jody Finney scored 28 points,
and Dave Sorenson had 24 for
Purdue. Jim Cleamons added 21
for (Alio State, offsetting a 35-
point performance by Rick Mou-
nt. Ohio State made eight fewer
field goals than Purdue but had
a 26-7 edge frOm the foul line.
The loss snapped Purdue's sev-
en-game winning streak.
Michigan trailed 85-81 with two
minutes left but Rudy Tomjanovi-
ch's field goal and five points by
Dennis Stewart gave the Wolver-
ines an 88-87 lead with 54 secon-
ds remaining; Illinois never led
again.
Tom janovich led Michigan with
37 points and Greg Jackson had
29 for Illinois before fouling out.'
Iowa scored an 84-80 overtime
victory over Northwestern and
in other Big 10 games. John Jo-
hnson scored a3 points and had'
23 rebounds to lead Iowa while
Jim Johnson had 23 pointy for
Wisconsin.
Davidson, the country's fifth-
ranked team, rolled over Rich-
mond 114-95 to raise its Southern
Conference record to 8-0 and its
overall mark to 19-2. Mike litlaloy
scored 25 of his 32 points in the
first half as Davidson took a 58-
42 advantage. Kenny Foster had
18 points for Richmond. .
Lee Lafayette scored 19 points
and held high-scoring Bob Arnzen
to eight points as unranked Mich-
igan State used a tight man-to-
man defense to upset 20th ranked
Notre Dame 71-59 at South Bend,
Ind. Lafayette also had 16 rebou-
nds, including many key caroms
In the second half when Michigan
State had a 34-16 edge off the
boards. Bob Whitmore led Notre
Dame with 17 points.
Doug Johnson scored 24 points
to lead Missouri to a 79-60 Big
Eight Conference victory over
Nebraska; Drake downed North
Texas State 91-67 with the help
of Al Williams' 19 points; Jim
Davidson had 27 points and 17
rebounds as Western Michigan
defeated Marshall 85-74 and Earl
Dow's 21 points led Lamar Tech
over West Florida 84-76, giving
Coach Jake Martin the 300th
triumph over his career.
Frank Selvy, basketball
coach at Furman, once scored
100 points in a college game.
ASSISTANT COACH
CINCINNATI VD - Chuck
Studley, former head football
coach at the University of Cin-
cinnati is joining the Cincin-
nati Bengals of the American
Football League as an assist-
ant coach.
Paul Beers, head coach aat
general manager of the Ben-
gals, said he 40-yeaeold Stud-
ley probably will be used as
a defensive coach.
WILL NOT RUN
PITTSBURGH (UPI - Former
pitcher Bob Friend has disa-
vowed all intention of running
for mayor of Pittsburgh this
year and said his decision was
"final and irrevocable."
Friend, who played with the
Pittsburgh Pirates, New York
Yankees and New York Mets,
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Mhis Patsy Jackson was hon-
ored prior to tier recent mar-
nese to Greg Knapp with a
lovely tea shower at the Corn.
inanity Center.
The gracious hostesses for
the occestoe were Mee:Immo
son, Cletus Fair, Bennie "12-
George Wilson. Wade
moat, Tim Weaver, Brent Out-
land, and Hive Barnett.
Receiving the guests with
the honoree were her mother,
Mrs. Kenneth Jackson, and her
grandmother, Mrs. Node Jack. 
SOIL
The honoree chose to wear
for the occasion • pink thus.
Her mother mite a grey lent
dress and her grandmother T
blue knit dress. They were all
presented Iaam? gift cor-
sages of white osrnations.
Miss Kathy Jackson, dater of
the h000ree, kept the register
for the special event.
Refreahments of orchid col-
ored punch and °aloes decorat-
ed in the orchid color were
served from the beautifully ap-
pointed table overlaid with
net cloth with white bows at
the corner mid in the front
The table was centered with an
arrangement of orchid flowers
Naked by orchid candles in
white holders.
The gifts were displayed for
the guests to view.
One hundred persons ailed




By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I get sick right up to here when I hear
someone pleading with us girls to be gentle with the boys in the
service and above all, "NO DEAR JOHN LETIERS!
Abby, what about the "DEAR MARY" betters WE get? Is
it any easier for us to sit be far emeths ow end, refusing
dates, writing letters every day, mad baying nightmares when
we don't get any mail far weeks. And then Eke a bolt out of the
blue, a letter finally comes, Ida& starts, "Dear Mary, by the
time you get this I will be married 
At this moment I can rattle elf the names of IS girls who
have bad this happen to them. And I head the list.
I am sick of bearing that "You're safe at home" excuse
I'm "safe at home" all right. My aka* saw to that.
(ANOTHER) DEAR MARY
DEAR ABBY: Someone ought to tell that Battalion Chap-
lain in Viet Niun to go soak his bead. (He said that girls
with guys in the service should NOT write Dear John Letters.)
I imagine they aren't the greatest letters in the world to
receive, but consider the alternative: Either the sweet young
thing keeps writing fake lave letters telling him that all is well
and she will.be waiting for him, or she just quits writing.
The latter happened to me, and when you're expecting a
letter every day and don't get it. it's late getting a "Dear
John" letter every day. When a guy gets a "Dear John," at
least he knows what bappond (Sign reel' • "DUMPED"
DEAR ABBY - Don't anybody talk to me about those
"DEAR JOHN-. letters that break a man's spirit when be's
over there fighting for love, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. I've gtt a dory of my own to tell
My "John" went to Vie Nam, and when he kissed me
good-by his father had to bold him up because he was so shook
be was about to faint. Eleven months later I got a letter asking
me for a DIVORCE! It seems be met somebody over there. I
worn go into any of the details here, but she "worked" close to
him and it was "jest one of those things "
I couldn't believe it, but after running up a MOO telephone
bill (I didn't talk much but I sure cried a lot] I finally realized
be meant it, so I talked to a lawyer and that was that.
I think my "John" could have waited to hit me "with that
kind of news when he got home, but he didn't. So you see, Dear
Abby, there are always two sides to every 'coin.
THE MAJOR'S EX-W1FE
DEAR ABBY:-Thenles for. asking the girls back home to
hold off those "Dear John" letters. I didn't get one, because
the girl I left beck bowie is still waiting for me. But I did get a
letter from her mother, and here it is:
"Dear Paid:
"We are fully aware that yea-love Patty, but we want you
to do us a fever. Please don't ask her to marry you when you
come home. Patty has a good borne and everything her heart
desires, and I am sure she would be a very unhappy girl if she
had to give it all up to live in a hole in the wall, not much
money. etc
"She may think she's in lave with you, but love flies out
the window when hardships walk in. So if you really love
Patty you will wait until you can give bar a decent life. Right
now she is happy and enjoying herself. Let's leave it that
way, shall we?
"We are only thinking of our daughter's happiness.
Patty's mother"
Well, Abby, how about that? "OVER HERE"
DEAR OVER: Patty's nether makes Charlie Ceag Leek
like a lerbag
Eve/768E7 has a prehlem- liners years? Far a permed
, reply wet* is Abby. Bea laNe, Las Angeles. Cal- ISM ad
mime • stampet soll-mildreseed savelage.
RATE TO WRITS 1MTIIIRS? 1115f4D 111 10 AMT. DOE
WM. LOS AMOMLNS. CAL.. lam FOR MOTO MOOKLRT,
-WOW TO WWII MITSUI FOR ALL OCCAMOMIL"




Phone 753-1911 we 7 12-4947
Miss Linda Kay Dunn Exchanges Vows
With Jackie Dan Fain In Ceremony
At The University Church of Christ
/Alt& JACKIE DAN FAIN
The marriage of Miss Linda
Kay Dunn, daughter of Mr and
Mrs. Prentice M. Dam, Olive
Skeet, Murray, to Jackie Dan
Pain, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Fain of Lynn Grove, -was solem-
nised an Friday, January 31.
The simple double ring cere-
mony was perfotmed by candle-
light et four o'clock in the af-
ternoon at" the University
Church of Christ with Hollis
Miller, minister of the church,
officiating in the presence of
the immediate fernilies of the
couple.
Recordings by an A Capella
Choir were pawed softly in the
background preceding the cere-
mony. Numbers included "Faith-
ful and True", "Because", "Oh
Promise Me", and "I Love You
Truly".
The bride chose to wear for
her wedding a street length
dregs designed of white peau-
de-soie that featured • scallop-
ed yoke and long fitted sleeves
made of embroidered lace. Her
shoulder length veil was attach-
ed to a bow of the same mate-
When avocados are plenti-
ful and low in cost, freeze the
pulp for later use. Before freez-
ing, blend in 2 tablespoons of
'-4̀ c-..; lemon Juice for each mashed
avocado plus 1 tablespoon of
*mar to point up the natural
fruit flavor.
sugar and other flavor-
ing agents are needed in frozen
desserts than4illed ones be-
cause the, lo temperatures
tend to numb your taste buds
Sugar also Improves the tex-
ture of frozen desserts, lowers
their freezing points and hin-
ders formation of large ice or
lactose crystals.
PHSONALS
Mrs. Charles T. Williams ar-
rived yesterday morning from
El Toro, California for a visit
at home here. Her husband
Marine Corporal Charles Tho-
mas Williams son of Mr. and
Mrs. James C. Williams, 1303
Doren Road, will leave in about
one reek after completing a
week of advanced schooling in
Avionics at the Marine base, to
join his wife here. Mrs. WU-
lisms is the former Debbie
Simmons. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bennie Simmons, South
Ninth Street. They have been
stationed at El Toro for the
past year and plan to be in
Murray for about twenty days.
At the completion of their
leave, they expect to return to
El Toro.
GUESS wut3z This piece of driftwood which resembles caricatures of a figure promin-
Ii o French politics was picked up by Loren,. ,Nielso,n and 'wife Josephine of„ Sonoma,.
calif Niekon sprayed it with gilt and mounted it on another piers of driftwood.
••••
ial as the dress.
She corded. -a bouquet of
white carnations placed as a
white Bible with long ribliens
looped and tied in love knots.
Her only jewelry was a tiny
heart.shaped .dismond necklace,
OR of the grooga
Mrs. Denny Bartell of Mur-
ray was the matron of honor.
Her chess was of navy blue
crepe with long fitted sleeves
and trimmed with white nylon
frills at the neck and wrists.
Her corsage was made of white
carnations.
Danny Barren served as best
man for Mr. Fain. '
For her daughter's waildial
Mrs. Dunn wore a navy Amid
suit with a small mating
headpiece of velvet and net.
Her corsage was of white car-
nations.
Mrs. Fain, mother of the
groom, chose an aqua silk shan-
tung dress with a small hat of
the same materiel. Her flowers
were white carnations.
Mrs. Elmo Fain, grandmother
of the groom, wore a grey wool
suit and she also had a while
carnation corsage pinned at her
shoulder.
The bride is a graduate of
Murray 'University High School
and is now a sophomore at
Murray State University major-
ing in secretarial science. Sbe
holds membership in the Mu
Phi Mu ct!ipttr of Beta Sigma
Phi sorority.
Mr. Pain is a gradute of
Lynn Grove High School and Is
now employed at a)ennalt
SOCIAL CALDIDAI
Pierware 12
The wines ell the Oaks
Deena ChM will meat
badge et 0:30 a.m. Ise Menlo
IMMO is Widow
• • •
The Aft end apes ChM will
meet with MmKeys Petrell.
1011 Olive Street, at k.10 p.m.
• • •
The Ilea Grove Begin
Church Womee's lesetemen Ile,
Mary will meet at the chunk
at 110 p.m. will fel-
ler the maimel inetleg.
• • •
The New Coward Homemm&
em CUD will meet midi lOse
Mary Montgomery at on pia.
• • •
The New Hope Homisseekers
Club will at with dm Ash-
my Finis at 1:151 pm.
• • •
The Bemis Ore,.Ho ik,. mesm
me Club will meet with Mit
Enda Heuer at sae p.a.
• • •
The Rade Wilma Oren of
the First United Methodist
Chart& WKS will meat with
Mrs. 7.. C. Bei; dingeweed
Drive at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Wesleyan area of the
Fleet United Methodist Ch
WWI yid meet with Mrs. Roy
Felon, 1305 Rea Anne. it
1:20 p.m.
The Hann Cleft- _
First United Methodist Churn
WSCS will meet with Mrs. Dees




Me. and Mrs. Bobby Peached
and eldldrea. Allen sad Rhoa-
ds, will be honored with a
shower at the home of Mrs.
Pad Paschal at seven pm.
Their home and contents were
damaged by fire on Felinity 1.
• • •
The Cumbering Feishyteriaa
WCOMIS et the Note Flainat
home d Mrs. Jahoop Has ter
Church viimat at
the /NW study sod maim
study book at one pia
• •
Hie Walide Heaseriken
ME wet at the kmet
Mrs. Idly Smith at 12:30 p.m.
• • •
The Wenn* Wagon New.
amen CIO met at the
Csamaaty Omar. Elie Drive.
at 7:311 pa. Ed &maw will
weak as Wille".
• • •
Grove 121I of the Woodman
of the World will hare its din-
ner meeting at the Women's
Club House at 8:30 
p.m.• • •
The Haaei Woman's Club will
meet at the club room at seven
p.m. Lew Wallace will be the
speaker. Hostesses will be Mrs.
J. W. Jones and Mrs. Thomas
ServeSw.
• • •
The Dorothy Group se the
First Baptist Church WM will
meet with Mrs. labia James
Chemicals, Calvert City. - at 910 11-111.
After a short wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Fain are now '
home at 1606 Miller Ayes*,
Murray.
On Thursday evening prior to
the wedding. a surprise per
Gond shower was given by





Mm Jackie D. Fein, retell
bride, was honored with it
iteuedad shower on Tuesday,
Yeknary 4, at seven o'clock in
the evening at the Holiday Ina.
The hostesses for the ocean
leo were Mrs. Denny Baszell,
Mrs. Guy Scenes Mrs. Robes&
Milln Miss Elaine Dunn, Mrt.
Sykes, and Mrs. Larry
Duan.
Mrs. Pain chose to weer for
the occaidon • dress of gold
dad* knit and her corsage
wet of white carnations and
smell wedding bells.
Gaines were directed by Mn.
Bane&
The honoree opened her gifts
which were displayed on the
table decorated With large wed-
ding bells and a bride doll plac-
ed at the end of the table The
centerpiece was an arrange
ment of lovely yellow roses
flanked by yellow candles in
antique crystid holders.
Refreshments of individud
cakes decorated with yellow
wedding bells and yellow punch
were served from a long table
covered by a white linen cloth.
Mrs. Damn served the cake,
Mrs Mills presided at the punch
bowl, and Mrs Spann kept the
register.
Forty. people were present
and twenty others sent gifts.
• • •
Friday, February 14
The Pbebion Sunday School
Class of the First Inptlet
Church wilt here a dinnerat
the house of Mrs. Gaylord pep
Chestnut 'Street, at 640
p.m. Husbands of the
be special guests.
• • •
The North Murray Homemak-
ers Club ail met at the home
of Mrs. K. T. Crawford at 110
• • •
Pictured seated on the right Is Miss Clara Bogle who
presented the program at the dinner of the Theta Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's Club. Standing next to Miss
Mauls Is Mrs. Clifton Campbell, deportment program chair-





Mos Clara Eagle of the Art
Department of Murray State
University was the guest speak-
er at the Valentine Dinner held
by the Theta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club on
Monday evening at the club
house.
The speaker commented and
showed slides she had taken
while serving as a professor
aboard the educational sidm
"Seven Sees", for ebt nesiths.
The *inpatient "Doane amie-
merle ports be *Speak
Saturday, Februery 15
This is "Heart Day" for bus-
inesses in Murray. Donations
for the heart fund will be tak-
en at the Murrwy-Eniteni ties-
ketbaH game.
• • •
A Turkey Shoot will be held
at the Herder Conservetioe
Club starting at nine spon-
sored by the Dexter Commun-
ity Center. Funds will go to-
ward the basketball court to be
built on the grounds at the
Center.
• • •
Cub Scout Pack 71 'will hold
Its Blue and Gold banquet at
the Hardin United Methodist
Church at seven p.m. Entire
families in the Dexter, Hardin,
Akno, and Benton areas of Cub
Scouts are urged to attend.
• • •




America — 275 "coo Lives."
24.799 members. and 310 mil-
lion in capital, according to
Ramon Diaz Chavez, president







Mrs. John Thresher will be
crowned as "Valentine Queen"
of the Beta Sigma Phi sorority
at the dinner meeting schedul-
ed for Mooday. February 24, at
the Holiday Inn.
The annual dinner meeting
scheduled for February 14 has
been postponed until the above
date.
Mrs. Thresher in an dames-
tary school teacher at Cadiz
and commutes there woh day.
Her busbend is a student at
Murray State University.
The preside& it Beta Sig-
ma Phi, Mrs. Wallace Ford, pre-
sided at the meeting held Mon-
day at the Conernmity Center.
Mrs. Fred Gerdner was in
charge of the program and
read the history and purpose
of ballet. Her daughter, Gay
Gardner, gave • performance
of ballet A poem from "The
Prophet" entitled "Beauty"
was read by Mrs. John Thresh-
er.
The roll call and minutes
were by Mrs. Gardner, and the
treasurer's report was by Mrs.
Ray Sims.
Mrs. John Him and Mrs Wil-
lard Mks discuased the new
set of by-lows that in being pre-
pared for the chapter. They
were read mid discussed by the
members. Reports were glom
By the committee chairmen.
It was semoinsced that the
chapter would collect for the
Heart fund at the Murray-Ewe-
ern badretball game on Betsy.
day, February 15.
Mrs. Larry Lontrl was hos-
tess for the evening.
Those present were Mesdam-
es lame Adams, Willard Ans,
Larry Contri, Wallace Ford,
John Fritz, John Emerson. Fled
Gardner, John Him, Larry'
Overbey, Gerry Requarth. Step-
hen Rom, Ray Sims, John
Thresher, and Miss Jean Coop-
er
• • •
Early American settlers. espe-
tally In oolder regions, relied
on the breastbone of fowl
served at Thanksgiving to MO-
vide a clue to the type of win-
ter to follow. If the breastbone
was dark in color, little snow
was to be expected, If It was
light, the colonists foresaw a
long, cold winter season ahead.
the world during her six months
as professor.
Miss Engles slides shown on
Monday included points in Thai-
and, Hong Kong, Japan, and
Lest year at the The-
ta's Vaientlim dinner, Mimi
Eagle bed sheen shake from
soother pert of the tour.
She was introduced by Mrs.
Calm Clemptielle vieachair.
men et the depeeteeemt.
depart-
ment alielnues, prodded and
nob abeesseaseots concern-
ing the Day Cam Center for
labeided Childress at the First
Feeebyterien Church, the art
mils sad sewing contest
a the caftan Wow/ 23, sad
Whim aste.
Thenemeese ale ebeinaat,
Mrs, lay Starke sod Mrs. Castle
Parker, rePosesti thet it was a
SUCCORS and expressed their
thanks to the members and
those who purchased items at
the asks.
The tables were beautifully
decorated for the occasion with
whits form cupids standing in
red and white crepe paper
Wert& 'The buffet table was
congaed with a white drift-
wood piece strong with small
red hearts.
Mrs. Ralph Tempter, Mrs.
Beal, Mrs. Effie Kemp, and
Dr. Evelyn Bradley were the
for the Valentine pot-
udt dinner
About forty persons were pee-
including the special
guests, husbands of the mem-





SAN FRANCISCO UPI)'( — •
Next to birth control. aggres-
sion control is probably thL
most urgent problem facing
the world today, says a Uni-
versity of California professor
of medicine.
Dr. Jerold Lowenstein. of the
TIC Medical Center. quotes
philosopher Konrad Lorenz:
"Only those animals which are
the most aggressive have bonds
of love and friendship. There
Is aggression without love, bull
no love without aggression."
Lowenstein contends that
aggression has several sources
Including the "neurological ag-
gression center of the brain,"
the chromosomal aspect where
an extra Y chromosome is be-
lieved to cause some men to
become violent criminals, and
the sexual aspect, because "male





501W, Main Street Phone 153-18:11
College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.- num PICKUP and DELIVERY —









HAZEL CITY PROPERTY TAXES ARE
NOW DUE AND PAYABLE FOR THE YEAR, .
1968. —
A PE NALTY OF 6% WIL L BE ADDED
AF TER APR IL 1st., TAXES MAY BE PAID
AT OLD TEXACO (MAR S. HAL. L 'S
INSURANCE AGENCY)







Miss Petsy Jackson was bOa•
red prior to her recent mar.
isge to Greg Knapp with
rowdy tes shower at the Com-
sanity Osater.
The weelions hostesses for
be occasion were Mesdsmes
ieorge WU.on. Wade
on, Cletus Fair, BannieTh°62.
moos, Tim Weaver, Brent Out.
end, and Nha Bsseett.
Receiving the vests with
he honoree were her mother,
grs. Kenrieth Jackson, end her-,Mrs. Nods Jack
on.
The honoree chose to wear
or the occasion a pink dress.
ler mother wore • grey bag,
trees and her grandmother T
phie knit dress. They were all
resented hostesses' gift cor-
nea of white carnations.
Miss Kathy ilitle•011, sister of
he honoree, kept the register
or the special event.
Refreshments of orchid col-
red punch and cakes decant-
(I in the orchkl color were
erved from the beautifully ap.
iointed table overlaid with
vet cloth with white bows at
.he corner and in the front
("he table was centered with an
erreogement of orchid flowers
!Imbed by orchid candles in
rhite holders.
The gifts were displayed for
he guests to view.
One hundred penman celled





SAN FRANCISCO (UPI > —
text to birth control, e.ggres-
ion control is probably thgn
nost urgent problem facinr
;he world today, says a Uni-
rersity of California professor
)f medicine.
Dr. Jerold Lowenstein, of the
Ur Medical Center. quotes
philosopher Konrad Lorenz:
Only those animals which are
:he most aggressive have bonds
of love and friendship. There
s aggression without love, bill
lo love without aggression."
Lowenstein contends that
'egression has several sources
ncluriing the "neurological ag-
gression center of the brain."
the chromosomal aspect where
an extra Y chromosome is be-
iieved to cause some men to
oecome violent criminals, and
the sexual aspect. because "male
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TROUBLE ON OILED WATERS An oil-soaked seagull tries to
wing itself outar.pe harbor in Santa Barbara, Calif., where
that offshore oirliFilling leak has gooed the sandy beaches.
LIELI And Lady
-T. Bird To Build
$250,000 Home
By HELEN THOMAS
WASHINGTON UPI - Former
President and Mrs. Lymcksa B.
Johnson plan to build a $250,000
home on a sylvan 19-acre lot they
own in Austin, Tex., their friends
said today.
The Johnsons were exp
to build on a beautiful wooded
plot near the $70,000 pink brick
- one-story- kome-ol &Mr delight
Luci Nugent in a fashionable sec-
• tion of Austin.
▪ The J s architect is Max
Brooks, one of a trio who design-
ed the Lyndon B. Johnson Libra-
ry and School of Public Service
at the University of Tessa.
The Johnsons have owned the
land in Austin for many years,
always with an eye to building
some day. There Is a small wat-
er inlet and it adjoins the mag-
nificent estate of Mrs. Zachary
Scott Sr. mother of the late mov-
ie star.
The former president's Austin
acreage is cart of the addition
owned by builder Herman Brown,
longtime friend and sepporter of
Johuson.
Johnson and his wife Lady Bird
love the LBJ Ranch. But their
new life frequently will require
them to be in the Texas capital
where Johnson has plush offices
on the ninth floor of the Federal
Building and will have an execut-
ive suite liktts.11brary which will
open in the spring of 1970.
The ex-chief executive, accor-
ding to friends, is beginning to
enjoy his hew relaxed life. He has
put in some time recently in his
Austin office.
The Johnsons always had a
plan to build a home in Austin
where they once lived and where
their daughters Luci Nugent and
1 Lynda Bird Robb went to school
when they were young. The LBJ
Ranch and its surroundings are
L 
destined to become a national
historical site someday.
- Lynda is looking for a new
home to buy in Washington where
.sb• will return when her busband
-11161ne Maj. Ckarles S. Robb,
gets home from Vietnam, probab-
* ly in late March or early April.
Robb will be attached to Marine
Corps headquarters and he and
•
Lynda will live in an area across
the. Potomac from Washington
where she resided briefly dur-
ing her post honeymoon days be-





WASHINGTON UPI - The Am-
erican Newspaper Publisher's
Association ANPA goes to court
today with its bid to keg) germ
ting-ellsslfied ads. — —
Attorneys for the ANPA will
try to convince a U. S. Distilct
Court judge that the mere exis-
tence of a federal guideline for
classified advertisement will do
irreparable damage.
The U. S. Equal Employment
Opportunities Commission EE-
OC has set 0:Sawn a guideline whi-
ch it hopes will banish the trad-
itional "male" and "female"
headings at the top of classified
advertising columns in the news-
papers.
Under the commission guide-
line, the sex of the applicant de-
sired could only be mentioned if
sex was a bona fide occupational
qualification for the job such as
a belly dancer or a night club
hostess.
But the ANPA argues that to
remove the traditional headings
from the ad columns would con-
fuse the reader and cost the news-
papers thousands of dollars in
revenues.
Besides, the association argu-
es, the commission agrees. The
ANPA claims the commission
has no power to enforce the gui-
deline. Again the commission
agrees.
But, the commission argues
that under Title VII of the 1964
Civil Rights Act it does have the
power to bring complaints again-
st any employer who tries to ad-
vertise in a newspaper column
with "male or "female" at the
top.
The guideline was first propos-
ed last August 14 with an effective
date of Dec. 1, but the ANPA went
to court Nov. 25 and won a stay
of the effective date of the guide-
'line.
A U. S. Appeals Court vacated
the stay Jan. 24 and ordered the









smoiroosoom 9, 111111DIF 7 Valot Kelekcik.r, 9. stands with
his bride. SmilNe, 7. in Dir.51,•.4.1r. Turkey they were de-











MURRAY, KENTUCKY WIPPICODAT—FEBRUARY 12, 1969
SHOP...COMPARE...OUR...
LOW, LOW PRICES
PLAY COOPER MARTIN S NEW.
"QUALITY STAR COVER CARD"
A $2.50 purchase at Cooper-Martin entities you to one one Quality Star. Each time you purchase
an additional $2.50 you get another Quality Star. (No Stars given on tobaccos, milk or milk pro-
ducts.)
Stick your Quality Stars in the spaces marked "Q •ality Star" on the card. When all Quality Star
spaces have been filled, take your card to Cooper-Martin and you will receive 300 Quality Stamps
for your filled card.
New cards are available at Cooper-Martin. Play as many times as you like while the promotion is
in progress..
BEEF
EHOULDER ROAST 69c PLATE MEAT
SHORT
BEEF SWIFT PREMIUM




BOLOANA '8 oz. Pkg.






























'',Pr411.1 L P & SAYE  
-1F,S.C4yft •coup.. s••
in*RTNIT: WoliTfs
Cr mare Purcita,3 be.
Limit: 1 Coupon Per Customer
Coupon Expires Wednesday, Feb.15t11, 1969
Redeem Coupon at Your
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eir-11T—V *rams
With /his Coupon and Purchase cf
'0 1-• 5-DAY ANTI-PftESPIRANTSixir
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NUM YORK UPI I — The
The tots and toddlers were
✓ part of an hour the
rs to get at the goodies
involving little chibdren
n tried to open the con-
day.
and pennies. For the
a bit unkind this par-
vials Med with jelly-
tadello luck.
4' The remarchers were de-
rin 
They finally had in-
a medicine container
t would be ehildProof. Bun-
had lathed the childproof
preetniss trials.
* The lbeildng h good.
` The U.& Public Health Serv-
h _ balf Edition Americansenthusiasm that more than




beaus last year Between
end 90 per cent were five
of age or under.
portant causes of their
: curiosity and ability
at medicine contain/ea.
bertiesilarly aspirin





4' Thal meal twisting or prying
stitch • clad is capable will
open a -Palm-n-Turn-
The pliable plastic cap
nas lugs on it. When the cap
is closed the hers St Into notch-
• on the vial..
Yet when you press the cap
into the palm and turn it
slightly it opens easily and
simply. By pressing it Into your
palm you depress a springy
plastic disc inside the cap.
freeing all lugs from the notch-
es.
The vials, manufactured by
Med-A-Safe Inc.. of Beverly
Hills. Calif.. were tested for ef-
fectiveness by Dr. R. 0 Scher:
and associates at Madigan
Oener•I Hospital. Tacoma.
Wash.
In his report at the pedia-
tricians' meeting, Dr. Schen
TWorted a decrease of greater
than 90 per cent in poisoning
rates from prescription tablets
and capsules dispensed by
Madigan General Hospital and
McChord Air Force Base phar-
macies — through use of the
contalhers.
The National Safety Council
Commented:
-This closure could conceiv-
ably lower the rate of poison-
among small children due
accidental ingestion of pre-_
agelicines."
▪ Tbe repave from Madigan
Gmeral suggested that if the
vials were adopted for wide-
spread use, there would be a
significant reduction of acci-
dental poisonings In the United
mie jiff Immo Se
A FIST ON HER HEAD Girl winces as she is struck on the
head by m.an at right as man in middle tries to restrain
him. The girl was trying to cross the Sather Gate entrance
to reach classes at the University of California at Berkeley.
sArgyiposv SUED eget owyrooG Virginia Rochelle Parker
10. reads a copy of the defunct Saturday Evening Post in
Madisozr. Va.: where her mother. Mrs. Calvin Waverly Park-
er, filed a 82.4- million suit against Curtis Publishing for
cancellation of the Parker subscription. The suit was filed
Jan, S. the day before the magazine gave up, the ghost.
•
sAsesAL, goAl.s smear) letstitis at ilia Harbour. Fla..
as the new commissioner, 13crwie Kuhn I middliel, is con-
gratulated by National League President Warren , Cries
I. ft I an.1 American League Presiocnt Joe: cronin Keiho
is a N:1(101111 I League attor ney
;
TIRE LEDGER & TI11E8 — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
States due to prescription can-
als and tablets.
Meng that line. the contain-
ers have been made a standard
Mem in all U.S. Army. Air
Paw and btarine.installationa.
An* bins to =eke use of safe
coalmines, mandatory ha v •
been introdused in Congress.
bait question: how do you
childproof a container when
a child develops enough
strength to make the tricky top
of the medicine container
open?
By the lime the child is
that strong and that smart.
you hope he obeys the com-
mand to keep hands off such
stuff.
About 85 percent Of home loans
guaranteed by the Veterans Ad-
ministration now go to veterans
discharged alter January 31, 19-
55.
More than 4.150,000M0411116-
r 1 and II veterans win resin
$236 million in dhridentielleillehr
GI insurance policies darts NH.
ONO..
Average daily cost par
In Veterans Admtaistratios
Weis thrring 1961 was $39.14
for general hospitals.
Cost of a $10,000Servicersen's
Group Life Insurance policy is
only $1,00 to the serviceman be-
cause the extra hasard cost is
paid by the U. S.
About 20,000 borne loans are
guaranteed by the Veterans Ad-
ministration each month.
Outpatient visits to Veterans
Admintstration hospitals, clini-
cs, and physicians paid by VA
increased by 300,000 over the
previous year to 6,564,000.
Veterans may receive Veter-
ans Administration care tor ser-
vice - coonected dental coodlticas
without supporting military rec.
ords for six Months after release.




As of the end of November
1968, 3.3 million GI home loans
with a face value of $25.8 billion
had been paid in full.
WEDNIIIII-MY-411BRUARY 13,1*
OIL GLI6/4UP Workers sp.c,id Aran (.;1 the beach at Santa Barbara to soak Up oil
washed ashore from that leaking well. Foul-smelling black crude contaminated 20 miles
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Barbara to soak up oil

















Tali L11,110E11 ifk ?i$$— 1110111RAY. 
• SOCIAL Signup For
SECURITY Feed GrainQuestions andAnswers Is Underway
Question: My aunt was 68 last111 November. She has the hospital
insurance part of MediCare, but
not the voluntary medical insur-
ance too. Can she still sign up
for it?
Answer: Yes, she can sign up
through March 31. However, be-
cause of her age and because she
missed two earlier chances, this
is her last chance to sign up. Und-
er present law, she will not get
0 'another.
Your aunt is one of 800,000
elderly people reminded in Jan-
uary in a letter from Robert M.
Ball, Commissioner of Social
Security, that they have until
March 31 to sign up for the volun-
tary dactor bill insurance. These
people include those born before
October 2, 1901, and others who
dropped out of the program bef-
• ore January 2, 1967.
With this letter, Commissioner
Ball sent each older person an
enrollment card and an explanat-
ion of medical insurance bene-
fits. The card may be completed
and returned by mail.
The Social Security Adminis-
tration believes there are anoth-
• er 200,000 people who have not
• yet applied for either hospital
or medical insurance under Med-
icare. Since it does not have the
addresses of these people, Mr.
Ball has publicly urged their fr-
Rends and relatives to bring the
trilarliment period to their
and to have them get
In touch with Iheir.tvahrestsoclat
Wecurity office.
%gimp dates for farmers la
Kentucky who wish to take part
in the feed grain, wheat and
cotton programs for 1969 have
been announced by Orne C. Hall,
.Chairman, Agricultural Stabilis-
ation and Conservation County
Committee.
All commodity program sign-
ups will be held during the same
period—February 3, through Mar-
ch 21. Signup applications indic-
ate the farmer's program inten-
tions, including the extent of his
participation in the programs.
Under the feed grain program
for 1969, farmers may earn div-
ersion and price-support paymen-
ts as well as qualify for price-
support loans on their corn, bar-
ley, and grain sorghum crops;
feed grain diversion payments
will be available to all program
participants in 1969. The wheat
program provides diversion pay-
ments for reducing acreage be-
low the farm allotment, and pri-
ce-support loans on all the wheat
produced on the farm. It also
provides marketing certificates
to, bring returns up to full parity
on the part of the wheat crop
allocated for domestic use. No
diversion payment is available
for cotton.
While the signup period for
1969 commodity programs will
extend through several weeks,
the Chairman urged that farmers
who wish to take part in the pro-
grams file their applications as
soon as they decide on 1969 pro-
lion plans.
Medical insurance,,is financed
half from premiums paid by the
older persons enrolled and half
by the Federal Government. The
basic premium rate for the older
person is $4 a month. The prem-
ium rises to $4.40 a month if the
older ,person signs up after be
missed the first opportilhity to do
so, and $4.80 a month if he miss-
ed two opportunities.e - Medical insurance helped pay
about 59 million medical bills
during its first 2 years of oper-
ation. It supplements the hospit-
al insurance part of Medicare
helping pay doctor bills and
medical expenses not coy-




A new electric broiler that
looks like a toaster and isn't
much larger than one is de-
signed to broil anything from
thin bacon to thick steaks and
split or cutup chfcken. The
101/4 by 113:• by 6-inch 1.500-
watt appliance has a two-posi-
tion self-adjusting broiler rack
Grease drips from cooking foot
Into a bottom drip pan away
from the heating elements. an°
the entire appliance COMPf
apart for easy cleaning. The
rack, doors and drip pan may
be washed in a dishwasher.
Presto Vertical Brollgri.
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woo 'Amp Probably the most cost4y Louis Comfort
Tiffahy Lamp ever shown hi this one to be on dimplay'at the
National Antiques Strew in Slew York Feb. 21-Marcp 2. It is
said to have belonged to actreer,Marion Davies, 1$' herhey-
day four decades ago, al0 isN.alued at $15,000
STRADDLE OR SIDESADDLE? A Saigon policeman Warl1M two
' youths that they are breaking the law under a new police
regulation aimed at thwarting motorbike thieves and ter-
twists The new rule requires baekseat riders to sit side-







Uri pw.., Self-&g  19 Lis 99(DOUBLE
PINK' SALMON I tall can 75'
FROZEN FOOD
Merton Asatorted - 14-es.CREAM PIES _ 4/*I
Pretty Acres - Wm.BABY LIMAS  2/491
Pet Bits - In pig.PIE SHELLS  29'
Wartime (exeL ham)MEAT DINNERS 39'
Frosty Acres Miele - 111-as.BABY OKRA  2/49'
Prouty Acres - S-es.BROCCOLI SPEARS - 2/39*
JELL-O 
BUSH'S GREAT NORTHERN sad PINTO
BEANS
•
CILAYT _ WHITE or GOLDEN
SYRUP 59
BAMA BLENDED
JELLY 16-es. Glasses 3 'Q.-98
BUSH GREEN & WHITE















































" .11 65eHunt's Yellow Cling
PEACHES3 No.I/22a 890
Tropi-Cal-Lo














• For Boiling or Soup
BEEF BRISKET
II 290














PLO•1131C1t,- Italy (UPI) —
MOWN to the 30th century
hos Immseee the Means to self-
for man that art
and arehitecture were in the
Beadle Ages and Renaissance,
WS MEM Plied.
The Min who puts women in
"palm= pants" that 'combine
color and ease of motion wi
ease of cant took a look at
clothing industry In an exclu
sive interview with United
Press Internations.l. What
saw was the new frontier of
(self-expression.
"In each era there have been
certain artistic endeavors
which have reflected the lime
we that was important to
people," be said. The marchese
cited the Middle Ages church-
es and palaces of his native
Florence. where his family has
been prominent for centuries.
"In our times one of the
most important elements of
civilisation to people is what
they wear. This is the first time
they have had a chance to wear
clothes for what clothes mean
to them rather than for protec-
tion from the cold in winter,
and for decency in summer."
Pucci said.
''Color became important be-
cause people were living in cit-
ies without, color," he said.
With the demand for color
came the requiremttnt o com-
fort and good fit. After long
holidays on the beach wearing
next to nothing, women were
not about to return to stays
and padding
In a world where so many
women move outside the home
to work, they want clothes to
express their basic femininity,
he said.
Showing a silk crepe Palazzo
pajama, with easy-fitting bod-
ice and divided skirt, the slim
and handsome Pucci observed.
"A woman is dressed in a ra-
ther mannish tailored suit in
the day—then she wears this
In the evening to feel femi-
nine."
"The people who write about
fashion have the strange idea
that we designers dictate," said
Pucci. "What we do is. some-
times, to hit on what is, tee
mood of the day. We have ter-
rific practical limitations—
people have two arms. tile legs.
A'Atead, neck and so on. They
have to move their bodies. But
within these limitations we
can express the way you think.
tt;Inesthoungy it=zio= 
of
the significance of the time in
which we live."
He said future historians
summing up the 1940's might
see them as the time of the
communications b oone when
people became accustomed to
seeing • thine as It haooene
on ataither continent, when
-along with this films have be-
come pornographic, successful
books dealt with sex, and in
clothing you have the wide-
spread introduction of man-
man fabrics."
It's got to be clothes for ex-
pression now, he said, adding
with a shrug of dismissal.
"What could you say about
painting and sculpture In these
thnesl-
Pucci described the clothing
industry as the last great stand
by the individual artisan.
"This industry is made up
OLniundrecis of thousands of
smMl firms that are more little
artisans than anything else to-
day-50 or 70 person& in a fac-
tory making knitted fabric, for
example," Pucci said.
The garment trade is set off
Pionia in
14 /OM 03111LUVM1
hAODERN man, ceituries te-
ll& moved from the cave and
the tent, dwells comfortably
In a centrally heated home or
apaehnent. Is he Battened'
Arapazintly not! As soon as a
labour* moment presents itself.
his main objective is to get
back outdoors again.
The trend has been obvious
IN several summers put. Re.-
I nista are booming and amend•benne are matched up as
giddy as fled mese mind to
be Tim, thanes the pewits
. sunk al fresco. Everyone
eat—eat toads alle1
• backyard, out es the Medi.
eat la the park
The new wrinkle la this
back be nature anegrament is
a growing Interest Is winter
Si plenica and why watt gnaw-
covered feature is at thi neat
brilliant Mid beantifal
As for Amine, what can be
-4,more at a stimulant to appe-
tite than the_ fresh tang at a
winter day. especially If part
it that day has been *sat
altikag. skating, elhighing or
Marg.
ed If you plan to picnic the
th maw. take slang food thee
hc testae fabulous, that is hearty
enough for exhilarated appe-
ar titail and Is easy to carry and
Et emir.
Ranger's Skillet Hash may
be partially prepared In ad-
wince. then toted along in a
plastic bag to be heated on
the spot Beef Jardiniere is
another excellent entree to
ar cook at borne and reheat out-
pit doom.
While the main dish Mm-
mars over a fire, warm up




A sew kind, „golden vegetable
68 noodle-Ws, is worth a try.
To pack your picnic, use
plastic bags-on-roils for the
main dials and to carry along
such eseenUal,s as matches.
newspaper for the tire, dry
foods, seasonings and rolls
BEEF JARDINIERF.
2 tablespoons shortening
2 pounds beef round, cut
an into 1-inch cubes
cups water (or 2 cups
water ad oe cup red
wine






8 small pearl onions.
peeled












CAPS HOLD new vegetable noodle-o's soup.
that hot lift you need on a cold day outdoors.
slices
3 stalks celery, cut into
1-inch lengths
1 small green pepper.
chopped
Heat shortening in a Dutch
oven over medium heat or in
a heavy 3-quart ketUe with
tight-fitting cover. Brown
meat cubes in shortening,
turning to brown all sides.
Add water, bouillon cube and
Cover and simmer
1 hour and 15 minutes or un-
til beef is Just tender.
Remove bay leaf. Add on-
ions and continue to cook for
15 minutes. Add remaining
vegetables. Cover and cook
until meat and vegetables are
very tender. about 30 to 40
minutes.
If desired, thicken gravy
with 3 tablespoons flour
blended into 3 tablespoons Wa-
ter. Stir mixture into stew.
Ladle stew into freezer con-
tainers. Freese until firm. Re-
move from containers and
place in plastic bags. Secure
with tie bands and keep froz-
en until needed.
Beeves
rola WONDERFUL WINTER COOKOUT. serve Ranger's
Skillet Hash When you heat It op, top off hash with eggs
For picnic: Let beef thaw in
plastic bags in refrigerator.
At picnic, pour into saucepan
to reheat over fire.
Serves 4 to 5.
RANGER'S SKILLET HASH
3 cups finely chopped
cooked roast beef
254 cups finely chopped
cooked cold potatoes
% cup chopped onion







Combine beef, potato, on-
ion, mustard, salt and pepper
in food wrap size plastic bag;
secure with tie band. Refrig-
erate until ready to pack for
a picnic.
At picnic heat oil or drip-
pings in a heavy skillet.
Spread hash mixture evenly
over bottom of the skillet
Cook over medium heat about
10 minutes. turning hash oc-
casionally with a wooden
spoon and scraping bottom of
pan -to stir the brown crusty
pieces. Reduce heat and cook
slowly for about 20 minutes
or until steam begins to es-
cape over the surface of the
hash.
With a wooden spoon make
6 depressions in the surface
of the hash. Break eggs into
the depressions Sprinkle eggs
with salt. Cover pan and






1 ( IOS ounce) Can COn-
denaed golden vegetable
noodle-o's soup
1 soup can water
Ts, cup chopped camsed
tomatoes
In saucepan, combine all in-
gredients. Heat; Mir now and
then. Serves 2 to 3
CHICKEN LIMA CHOWDER
1 (10% ounce) can
condensed, chicken
vegetable soup
1 soup can milk
1 cup cooked lima beans




Combine soup. milk Ind
lima beans. Heat, sUr Just'
before serving, add crumbled
bacon Garnish with chopped
egg. Serves 4
WNDNESDAY—FICIatUARY 12 1069
from all other tialluettiettn
the 30th century by the fact It
has no research department.
He added. "Something like my
work has become a sort of re-
search for the entire world In-
dustry of' clothing,"
Pucci holds that little More
than a handful of persons real-
ly is setting the fashion sedde•"A large percentage — 741, Se.as per cent of what is made
around the world — derives
from my work.-
Veterans are good credit ris-
ks. Only 3.3 percent of the Sevell
millioe DOM loans guaranteed
by the Veterans Administration
have been foreclosed.
Last year the 166 Veterans
Administration hospitals accom-
modated 726,426 patients, 12.000
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King Kole telli to
match pant.. Pre-
















Mill end, of 'nrn,
rayon. cottons. Reg.

















King Kole 84-oz. twill























Lint free. Neat hem.
Size 17x32
Magic absorbency.
Reg $2.98. 75% cotton.
25", nylon P"em,nent
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•
AIRLINER HIJACK if into the current hi-jacking mania, Dr. John T. Dailey (right), chief psycholo-gist in the Federal Aviation Administration, says in Wash-ington that even if the airlines provided free tickets toCuba, it still would not stop hijacking. His reason: For ahijacker his piracy gives one moment of "power and gloryin a lifetime of failure." Joseph Blank, information andphysical security program officer is at left and Carl Maisch,director of compliance and security is in middle as they• sift through mail suggesting solutions.
Home Incinerators
Are Fired by Gas
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
o nation's big cities have beenmaking some progress_ in solv-ing the twin problems of gar-
bage disposal and air pollution
but it has been fitful.
In most areas, public rubbish
disposal' is a regular service—
but a very expensive one. Col-
lecting and disposing'-of the
garbage and trash produced
  annually_lu_ene Daum_ eisatss
takes more than $1.5 billion in
public funds.
• Moreover, city dwellers have
to cope with another dangerous
and costly contamination: dir-
ty air. Residents of each of the
great metropolitan areas could
save as Much as $500 million a
year in cleaning charges if air
- pollution could be rurtailed
significantly. according to the
U.S. Public Health Service.
Studies sh6w that' it now
• 
costs New,. Yorkers about $180
a person every year to clean
clothing, homes and vehicles
soiled by smoke, soot and other
particulates. If present pollu-
Uon levels were reduced one-
third the saving could average






SMV means "slow moving
vehicle." and is designated by
this new emblem 3M made
to help prevent rear-end col-
lisions. It combines a yel-
low-orange fluorescent cen-
ter for daytime visibility and
a red reflective border for
night vieibility,
Health Service says.
Many municipal authoritiesnow recommend on-site incin-eration and more than 800.000
homeowners have cooperated
by installing gas incinerators.
Those families use their auto-matic incinerators to redUce allcombustible food waste andtrash to a small residue ofpowdery ash, and they do itcleanly, conveniently' andat lowcolti, according to the Gas Ap-pliance Manufacturers Ass0-elation.
Smokeless
Incinerators vary in designbut almost all new models util-ize a double-burning processthat makes them smokelessand odorless. Most units use asecond flame to consinne smokeand odor in an auxiliary com-bustion chamber. The Interiorsof other models are divided in
such a way that one flame does
both jobs.
"A smokeless and odorlessgas incinerator is ane of, theeiliest household appliances to
operate," said Harold Massey,
managing director of the na-tional trade i0oup. "Refuse isjust dropped lino tha burnerchamber, the door closed andthe incinerator turned on. Most
models are equipped with a
timer that can be set for theperiod required to dispose of
the garbage. Prom that pointon the process is completely
automatic — the burner shuts
off at the end of the selected
time."
The incinerator consumes all
kinds of food waste and trash,
wet or dry, including paper,
rags, waxed containers, sweep-
ings, small pieces of wood and
heavy bones.
"What's left from a seven-
pound bag of assorted garbage
Is nothing more than a hand-
ful of fine gray particles that
drop through a grate to an ash
drawer," Massey said. "That
compartment requires empty-
ing only about twice a month."
In the selection of the loca-
tion for an incinerator about
the house, space is not a major
consideration since most units
occupy only two square feet of
floor space and are three feet
high. An incinerator can be
placed in a utility room, base-
ment or garage—a new model
ts available that can be install-
ed under a kitchen counter.
MINES HIS BUSINESS An instructor lectures Arnb comman-
do, in Joistin )ri how to set up and plant miners I top), while
.1 comm.outo pule his "class, oom" learning to good use. •
You SAVE TWO WAYS
When You SHOP at LIBERT1
1-LOW, LOW PRICES
2-You get TREASURE CHEST STAMPS

















































Delmonte ChunkNA 6 1/2 oz.29
can




Del monte 2Ooz, bottle
TSUI' 33






Legs & Thighs 49c
Backe & I4c




















KellYY with beans 3
CHILI •••••••ea. 









4 cans 59303 King Size 18 rt IcebergLETTucEhea29
LIBERTY COUPON
SUGAR 10 lb. bag 99
with this coupon & $5.00 additional
purchase. Excluding Gigs., Tobacco,
and Dairy Products.
VOID After Feb. 18th 1969
Stare Fail
No. 2 1/2 con resh TurnipTOMATOES 
29 Cr
De I monte Orange (qresh
ilENS  criEso 
DRINK 346:89' RA ISHES
LIBERTY COUPON
100 Treasure Chest Stamps 100
with this coupon and $5 .00 or more
additional purchase ciqs., tob.,
and Dairy Products excluded.
Void after Feb. 18 th.
 41111111•1.Mar 
LIBERTY COUPON
100 Treasure Chest Stamps 100
with coupon and purchase of
3 lbs..or more Ground Beef.








50 TREASURE C-HE ST STAMPS 50
with this coupon and purchase of
4 lb. bag Red Delicious APPLES 69c







50 TREASURE CHE ST 50
with coupon and purchase
of 2 heads of lettuce
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Acreage Allotments For
1969 Tobacco Announced
The U. 8. Popartmest of Aut-
ed
umn. alledfeste fe 1=1ir .
cellars bay suirac 
crop of Kmiec* - Telasessee
&oared and dark air-cered
tobaccos.
Tim Mk theme Our fire-
aired (types 111 and NO is 27.012
acres, abed lbe emu as *5s 116$
allotment of 26.949 acres.
The MN anotimit art
cured (types nand 36)1s12.-
654 acres, ebestibe as as Om
.11611 abased of it,,OSS acres.
Amuse skimints albok kis-
* cd Mame for mad Was vill
Its the samokkillasla kW For
'IMMO farms ea vbkili ibelobacco
•-acroago idslory recast years
vu less Ina TS pureed of the
tarmis alletment, klie allot-
ment may be reamed more in
Use VIM pisolings. As take pa-
at,asll acreage of act kind
of Mecca MU be mimed for
astablfsidsg allotntents fer far-
ms having no Memo acreage
derW the past ftveyears, for co.
netting errors, and for adjust-
ing inequiiies-
A notice of determinations to
be made with respect to the 1969
quotas was printed in the Federal
Register of December 18, 1968.
.The notice stated that consider-
ation would be given to any data,
views and recommeodation.s per-
taining to the proposed determin-
ations submitted in writing. In
addition, a public mane( was
held in Springfield, Telllessee,
on Jasedry 15, 1969, to dims
the New pad deased NOM
and is and miemesi-
endaticos ollipreepiet to the 1969
quotas. Dtperenentelliciasstat-




=altifil eifin as kW at Se
ease lead as kiln.
rearencime bold in Fere-
nrY MST, MS weed
Moored mil MI perend .41
the Ma air-mmeildelfader
ors estieg tivorst coellull•
Am id marketing ones oa Ilhe
-1167, 1166 awl 1969 mans.
Ms V.I. Ilegiatmest of Agric-
ulture okle Alasientel *Waal
Wale Slikeelted20,3%facr-
es for tha *IV of burley
tobacco. The Wheal acreage
allotment for 1968 was 249,686
acres.
Acreage allotments for most
farms will 'be the same in 1969
Is in 1968. For some farms on
eh the tobacco acreage his-
y in recoil faun was I."
75 peecat of the laratis
the 110 w5
be reduced mere la Ire
plestings. As provided *
hoverer, no 1169 barky
wit will be lees than the
of (1) Mt allonand es-
for the threaour
iteeimilas of sa aere...eem
preset ems molest Mae
arm Tbsireicersaas Mbar
tiessgsrs-
red mdar Mk provides ONO be
in Mikis Illitendionalesmaps
thalami As is Me psekaseau
acreage will be reserved lir or
tabtishIng alletnamds far kris
having no barley 100110Macelege
history der* the put the yea-
rs, for correcting errors. and
for adjoin' inomities.
A make of detersdastions to
be made with respect to the 1969
quota was printed in the Federal ,
Register of December 18, 1968.
The notice stated that consider-
ation would be given to any data,
views and recommendations per-
taining to the proposed determin-
atom submitted in writing. In
addition, a peb/ic meeting was
held in Lexington, Kentucky, on
January 16, 1969, to discuss th4
supply and demand outlook and tc
obtain views and recommendat.
ions with respect to the 1969 quo.
Ii. Department officials state(
that the consensus of the new:
submitted in writing and express.
ad* the meeting favored acreagt
allobeents kr 1969 at the saint
met as
The consensus of views of bur-
growers and other interested
favored the
the present acreage allotment
and opposed Menefee
ofacreege-poundeMinart
Wing gents for 1969, Since tbe_
acreage 211otment progr;
has been effective in reducing
ve eiggilies during the
three pars, Departmeetell-
stated bat acreage pe.
marketing vistas maid sot
submitted toa grower referen-
dum this year.
Marketing quotas have hem in
effect for hurley tobaccoenkr••
ar since 1939. IA a referendum
I held last year, 97 percaltAI the
299,696 growers voting favored
continuation of =444
on the 1968, 1969 and1970 crops'
of burley tobacco.
Peace Pilgrim
Walks for World's Good
Illy MICHAEL MAAS
Written Especially for Central
Press and This Newspaper
IN AN AGE when most peo-
ple get out the car to go to the
corner store, a middle-aged
New Jersey woman is walking
thousands of miles in an en-
deavor to bring world peace.
Insisting that her name Is
Peace Pilgrim. the white-haired
Cologne. N.J . woman h as
walked more than 25,000 miles
and has worn out dozens of
pairs of shoes walking for
peace in the last 15 years_ She
registered her 25,000th mile by
marching for peace past the
White 14ouse in 1964.
Now on her fourth pilgrim-
age. Peace Pilgrim said she
does not represent any organi-
zation. vralks without money in
her jeans, and carries all- her
belongings hi her pockets.
Walking about 2.000 miles a
year. she is housed, fed, and
heard by thousands in the 50
states, Canada and Mexico
• • •
You MAY have seen her
walking through your hometown
-her name printed in white let-
ters on the front of her blue
coetnme. and her slogan
"Walking for World Peace"
printed on its back
A brave task for an elderly
woman" Peace Pilgrim mays
she doesn't mind the long
walks or the fact she is never
certain of her 4odging and
meals. These never keep her
from trudging on
She walks along major high-
ways and speaks to newsmen,
mayors, church groups and all
who will listen to her ideaa for
peace. People who have heard
Of her invite her to their homes.
usually by writing in care of ,
general delivery in any of the
states.- She often .has slept
along highways or at bus sta-
tions and truck stops
• • •
PEACE PILGRIM tells her
listeners about things she hopes
will inspire people to work.
pray, and maybe walk for
ware as she does. She tells
them chat 'the Way -to find
peace is not through war and
nuclear stockpiling
-Overcome evil with good.
falsehood with truth. and hatred
'with love ' she dee hires. "We
face a niomenton• derision
betwern nuclear vilinthtlatton of
• golden .ige of peace."
She walks hie wield poem.
First of all, however, an in-
dividual must find inner peace.
she contends, for only when his
soul is at peace will the world
join in harmonic brotherhood
She feel," this type peace would
be effective in stopping the
Vietnam war.
• • •
-LET US Immediately stop
th, bosidiiic" die said on a re-
Oent Slat to Scranton. pa.. .and
USIA group of neutials to at-
pervise the holding of a nation-
wide election that should have
been done in 1956 according to
the Geneva Conference
"Even when disarmament has
been attained. I shall keep
right on working toward the
Attainment of sufficient inner
peace to sustain it "
Now walking through the
warm S.muth. Peace Pilgrim
would like to set the establish-
ment of a peace department in
the president's Cabinet to re-
search our national problcens
In .rinnection with disarmament
an. world pea( e
In the meantime. -rays will
Carry did her vow "I shall re-
main a wanderer until mankind
has learned the way -of peace.
walking, until 1 arn given shel-





Reg. $5.99  Sale $3.00
Reg. $6.99  Sale $4.00
Reg. $8.00 Sale $5.00
MENS SWEATERS
Reg. $12.99  Sale $7.09
MENS WINTER SUITS




Reg. $9.00 to $16.99 Sale $6.66 to $9.99
MENS SPORT COATS *
Reg. 940.00  Sale $25.00
Reg. $30.00 Sale $20.00
I TABLE MENS PANTS
Reg. $9.00  Sale $4.00
 Sale 2 for $1.1:10 t




Reg. $19.99  sale $15.00
Reg. $16.99 & 17.99  Sale 12.00
Boys Department
BOYS SPORT COATS
3 to 7 
Reg. $9.00 & $10.00  Sale % Price
10 to 20
Reg. $12.00 to $22.95   Sale IA Price
BOYS SUITS
3 to 7 and 8 to 20
Reg. $12.00 to 2.00 Sale $8.00 to $14.67
BOYS SWEATERS
Reg. $7.99  Sale $4.00
BOYS JACKETS
$5.99 to $14.99 . Sale $4.00 to $10.00
I TABLE LADIES DRESS SHOES
Reg. $8.99 % Sale $6.00
DACRON DOUBLE KNIT MATERIAL
up to 70" wide
Reg. $12.99  Sale $4.88 yd.
1 TABLE CORDUROY MATERIAL
SPECIAL $1.00 yd.
TABLE BONDED WOOL MATERIAL
Reg. $3.99 yd.  Sale 91.09
BASEMENT
1 TABLE MENS LONG SLEEVE
SHIRTS
Button Down & Regular Collar
Reg. $4.00  Sale $2.88
I TABLE PRINT REMNANTS
Values to $1.99 yd.  Sale 216c
I TABLE ASSORTED MATERIALS
Values to $1.00 yd. Sale 3 yds. for $1.00
LARGE SELECTION THROW RUGS
SPECIAL  1/7 Price
I GROUP KITCHEN PLAST1CWARE
SPECIAL  $1.00
I GROUP MENS SWEATERS
- Pullover





Assorted Styles - Colors
SPECIAL 12.86 to $7.811
I TABLE MENS PANTS
Values to $7.00 
BOYS CORDUROY PANTS
Reg. 93.99  Sale $1.119
BOYS CASUAL PANTS
No Iron
Reg. $6.00  Sale ULM
I TABLE LADIES SWEATERS
Reg. $12.99  Sale um
I GROUP LADIES SWAMIS
Reg. $8.99  Salo $3.113
I TABLE LADIES KNIT SHELLS .
Reg. $4.00& $5.00 Sal. $2.33
GROUP LADIES JEANS
Values to $4.00  Sal. $2.22
I TABLE LADIES CUM SLIPS
Reg. $3.00  Sale $1.44
1 TABLE NYLON SUPS
SPECIAL $1.36 & $2.22
ep- HALF SLIPS
SPECIAL $1.44
LADIES MAR TAILORED P..1.1
Reg. 95.00  Sale $3.08
LADIES TRICOT GOWNS
Reg. $4.00 & $5.00  Sale $1.22
I TABLE MIAS
SPECIAL 2 For $1.00
I fiROUP LYCRA SPANDEX GIRDLES
SPECIAL  $2.00
LADIES ACETATE PANTIES




Reg. $2.29 & $2.49 & $3.49 Sale $ W$3A13
Reg. $3.99 & $4.99 Sala $244.00
Reg. $6.99 & $6.99 .... Salo $247.00
Reg. $7.99 & $8.99 W. I g/11,00
Reg. $9.99 & $10.99 • Sale 241..00-
CHILDRENS SLACKS
Reg. $2.00 To $3.00  Sale $1.18
CHILDRENS SLACK SETS
Reg $2.99  Sale $1.211
Reg. $5.00 & 0.00  Sale $4.16
CH1LDRENS SWEATERS
Reg. $1.99  Sale $1.00
Reg. $3.29 & $3.49  $14. 02-44
Reg. $4.00 & $4.99 S.1. $3.00
LITTLE BOY SUITS
Reg. $9.99  Sale $2.011
Reg. $11.99  Sale $4.111
Reg. $13.99  Sak 1115
I CdtOUP CORDUROY OVERALLS
3 to 6X
Reg. $2.00 & $2.49  Sale $1.44
Reg. $3.00 & $4.00 Sale $2.44
GIRLS DRESSES
7-14
Reg. $2.49 to $3.99  2/$3.00
Reg. $4.99 to $6.99  Sale -0/7/0
Reg. $8.99 to $9.99  Sale 2/$12.00
Reg. $10.99 to $11.09 Isle VOA.
-- •
ELS WINTER GOATS
Reg. $15.99 up to $39.99 Sale % Price
I (OUP 6111LS COTTON SHIRTS
Reg. $4..99 & 95.99 Sale $3.00
I GROUP WOOL SKIRTSReg. $6.99, $7.99 & $8.99 Sale 14 Price
GIRLS SWEATERS
7-14
Reg. $3.99 & $4.99 Sale WO
Reg. $5.99 & $6 99 Sale $4.00
Reg. $7.99 & $8.99 Sala $6.00
GIRLS PANTS
7-14
Reg. $2.99 & $3.99 Sale moo
Reg. $4.99 & $5.99  Sale $4.00
KNIT TOPS
Sale $10.00
141. $29.99  Sale $12.00
Reg. $34.99  Sale $14.00Reg. $45.00 Sale $20.00
LADIES RAINCOATS
$12.99 to $39.99 Sale 1/2 Price
I GROUP LADIES DACRON KNIT
SUITS
Reg. $39.99  Sale $26.118
Reg. $45.00  Sale $29-811
I GROUP LADIES WOOL SUITS
Reg. $28.99  Sale $20.00
I TARE LADIES KNIT TOPS
Odds & Ends
Reg. '2.99 to $8.99 _ Sale V2 Prica
LADIES WINTER HATS '
Reg. $3.99  Sale $1.00
Reg. $4.99 Sala $1.18
3.1. 12.44
Reg. $6.99 Sale UM
1 GROUP LADD SLIM JIM
Reg. $4.99 to $10.99  Sale 1/3 eff
I RACK LADIES SHIRTS
Reg. $4.99 to $13.99   Sale 1/3 off
LADIES SWEATERS
7-14
Reg. $2.99 to $6.99  Sal. M Price
CHILDRENS WINTER coAn
Vahtse-Frotn $9.99-to $29.99  Sal. 1/,
7CHILDR OYES
Reg. $1.00. $1.49, & 91.99 Sale 77c each
CHILDRENS OUTING PAJAMAS.
Reg. $1.79, $2.29. & $2.99 Selo OA
1 TABLE CHILDRENS SLIPS
Reg. $1.19 to 113.49  Sale Sac eack
CHILDRENS JACKETS
Reg. $4.00  Sale $1.11$
Reg. $5.00  Sale 11.1$
LADIES DRESSES
1 Rita Reg. $3.99-$19.99 Sale % Price
I RACK LADIES DRESSES
Reg. 16.99 to $23.99 5.1. 113 Off
LADIEa WINTER COATSReg. $22.99
Reg. $5.99 
ter rft"r i aiis 
Reg. $2.99, $3.99 & 14.99 3.1. 1.00 Ea.
I liROUP LADIES BLOUSES
Reg. 2.99  Sal* $2.00
Reg. $3.99  Sale $2.33 ,Reg. $4.99  Sale $343Reg. $5.99  Sale $4.00


























































































O NEW YORK (UPI) - Zubin
'debts's new recordings with
the 14:is Angeles Philharmonic
is devoted to Richard Strauss-,
to "Eta Heldenleben" (London-
NOS) and to "Also Sprach
Zarathustra" (London - 6609).
Now, that is tare for a fireball
and Mehta fireballs through
them as though the composer
himself was riding his shoul-
• ders.
There is no relaxed, unhar-
ried moment. Either of the so-
called tone poems or whatever
you want to call them can
stand a great deal of pressure
--since Strauss is trying to tell
you fanciful, egocentric tales-
but either impresses more
when the pressure is remitting
However, this is not to sug-
ft gest Mehta's interpretations
are without merit. Quite the
contrary. He's immersed in the
Strauss idiom; he feels the
fancies so intensely he seems
'to believe them. And his Los
Angeles Philharmonic is a re-
sponsive instrument.
But not so ineffably respon-
sive as the Vienna Philhar-
monic in its recording of aA Strauss piece in the same
• genre, "Don Quixote,"-with an-
other international glamour
conductor, Lorin Maazel, on
the podium (London - 8593).
Masuiel doesn't let the cover
of his pressure cooker ever rat-
tle - he lessens the pressure
when it is permissible
And he gets some exquisite
pheytng from Erniiinel Brabec
who puts forth the solo cello's
commentaries on the _Don's"0 character and aspirations. Bar-
bee says he learned how to do
it from Ekren= himself and
you can believe him because
you can't remember when the
solo cello of "Don Quixote" was
so very eloquent and commu-
nicative.
Prokoneff's last ballet score
(and one of his last works),
"The Stone Plower," somehow
• has never attracted the concert
attention it deserves, that be-
ing a subjective statement
readily verifiable in a record-
ing by the Bolshol Theatre
Orchestra with Gennady Rozh-
destvensky conducting. As mu-
sic it springs to life. There is
!minor, drama and sentiment.
Prokofleff's popularity has not
yet reached its zenith (Melodi-
ye-Angel 40066).
0 Nor has the pretty/ prima
donna. Mirella ?rent you'll be
convinced after listening to her
In a collection of French and




the La Scala Orchestra. They
range from 'diesels's aria from
"Carmen" to several rarely
heard ones from lilascagni's
"Lodaletto" and "L'Amic
Fritz" and each one is a mirror
of her loveliness ( Angel-
36527).
POPULAR
By WELLIAM D LAFFLER
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
voice of Frank Sinatra never
stops amazing those who have
been collecting his records
since those bobby sox days of
World War II.
Now, more than a quarter of
a century after his initial suc-
cess, Sinatra has added more
dimension to his voice or at
least it seems he has done so
His phrasing and diction re-
main perfect and he Is able to
add -class" to any song he
sings.
For Instance, in "Cycles"
(Reprise 1021), Sinatra han-
dles such currently popular
songs as "Gentle on My Mind,.
"By the Time I Get to Phoe-
nix" and "Little Green Apples"
with such assurance and pos-
session that it would appear
they were written especially for
hlml
Aspiring male singers can
learn a lot from the extensive
library of Sinatra recordings.
Bobby Laurel, a jazz pianist,
makes a surprisingly good
showing as a vocalist on
"Beautiful Days of Ikv Youth"
(MOM SE-4618). Laurel has a
clear voice which he shades In
a manner reminiscent_sd Mal
Torme- fn some Instances.- -
Laurel maintains a position
cif independence, however, In
his version of songs popularized
by others-namely Bobbie Gen-
try's "Ode to Billie Joe" and
Vaughn Monroe's "Ballerina."
One of his most effective num-
bers is the haunting "Once
Upon A Time."
For those who like their mu-
sic somewhat on the country-
western style, "She Still Comes
Around" by Jerry Lee Lewis
(Smash SRS-87112) is a good
Item. Lewis is especially good
on "Louisiana Man" and "Re-
lease Me."
Selected Singles - "R iver
Deep-Mountain High" by Deep
Purple (Tetragrammaton T-
1514), "Touch Me" by Doors
(Elektra EK-41646),
Time Music" by Mane Ship
413.T. Puppy BTP 548), "A
Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to Miami" by Tex Ritter
Capitol P-2388), "You Bettes
Sit Down Kids" by Donald
Height (Jubilee JB 5641)
Tape Deck - "The Monte-
•
THE LEDGKX TIMIS - MURRAY. KXNTUCKY
EX-PRIEST AND WINE- Fran-
cis Burns, 44, a Roman
Catholic priest for 20 years,
and his bride, the former Jo
Anne Sadowski, 33, "Miss
Delaware" of 1955, are
shown in their home at
Broomall, Pa., after it was
disclosed that they had wed
at Elkton, Md. Burns re-
signed from the priesthood
the day after his marriage.
Rioters Killed
BOMBAY, India UPI - Forty
three persons have been killed
in three days of rioting in Bom-
bay over demands that all local
jobs go to residents and not
south Indians, police reported
today. All but one of the victims
died from bullet wounds as police
repeatedly fired into mobs te
break them up, authorities said.
Quick Change
HOLLYWOOD' (MIT) -Gene
Hackman completed his role in
"The Gypsy Moths" and mov-




mar Bergnian's "Shame" is
Sweden's (Afficial entry for the
best foreign language film Os-
car of 1968.
negro Brand" by Hugo Mon-
tenegro (20th Century - Fox
3204,) an Ampex tape release,
contains lush arrangements of
tunes that have become Ameri-
can pop classics. Among them
are "Blueberry Hill," "Heart-
aches," "Peg o' My Heart," "St.
L o u if Blues" anci ."GrAen-
sleeves." Virhlit the 'bend has
a big sound. good change of
pace gives each number an in-
dividual sound. "Elvis," an
eight-track cartridge, includes
all the songsvitnd dialogue in
Presley's recent television spe-
cial (RCA P8S 1391)
Freedom is just
a word.
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Swift's Premium Swift's Premium
4
BACON 590 FRANKS Mt
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RED POTATOES __ 20 lbs. 694
ONIONS 3 lbs. 19*
Golden Delicious
APPLES 4 lbs. 39.
CABBAGE lb. 5*










4 FOR 99°S AALDBAD DRESSING  Quart 39°HAWAIIAN
PUNCH 
PLEA& BUTTER
tr°35° - Bush -
YUKON
FLOUR Plain or Self-Rising - 10 lbs. 990
FLEISCHMAN'S
  Le 350
Georgia





BABY FOOD  2 FOR 15°
Flavor-Kist Iced 0.
SUfiAR WAFERStineael *r 33°
CRISCO OIL __-___ 38 os 69°
Stokely
KETCHUP 20 ow 25°
• • ••-.5.4104.7.,,1361.411;r7.- 
01011111eMill""laiiii".111.4141111".6".""lier.
. 
•••••••• ' , •••
•
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS 3:129°
PINTO BEANS 3 ettal 29°
HOMINY  9 #300 cans tars 29°
NAVY BEANS  # 300 cans 3 for 29°
PEACHES 3 Ncano.21 890














  Family Size lOut
FROZEN FOOD **
Frosty Acres
PIE SHELLS _ 29.
Choc., Lemon, Coconut
CREAM PIES • 3/89*
CUT CORN  6/99*
Banquet - Beef, Chicken, Turkey
POT PIES  194
Krey
NU MAC # 309 can 29°
Lay's - Twin Bag

























THE LEDGER TIMES— MURILAY, KENTUCKY
ONSLAUGHT ON TENTH AVENUE—What few trees there are in Manhattan are having ahard tune of it under that initial 16-inch onslaught of snow that blanketed New York.
gingery Marmalade
Candied ginger gives an ori-
intal flavor to apple-marma-
lade. Place 3 pounds of sugar
In a saucepan with 114 cups of
Water and shredded peel of I
Orange and 1 lemon. Add Agee
le the orange and the lemon
, and 1 tablespoon of ground• 
ginger. Bring to boil and boll
5 minutes. Add 3 pounds of
peeled, cored and finely diced
apples and 3 tablespoons of
finely cut candied ginger. Bring
again to boil, stirring slowly.
alpimer gently 1 hour. Pour In-
to iderillasd glasses or jars and
seal with paraffin or screw- too








per-stardom has caused Fay,
Dunaway to become an elusive,
tin ipproachable young woman.
_and so soon 4sfter instant star,
Elm It brought her all the
things it is expected to do Pike
•earne and tremendous fortune,
and a shift in romances. But
rather than turn her into an
natircivert, it caused her to
withdraw Into herself,
Faye is definitely pleasant
bat just as infinitely evasive
Midler the most part she would
always rather say "no." than
"yet " Her career Continues in
hlah gear with the role, of the
Mistress Gwen in -The Arrange
event" for 'Ella Kazan. with
Kirk Douglas playing her am-
our. and D.ebc!irah Kerr, his wife.
4The film and the book have
often bona rumored to be Ka-
sen • autobiography but' he as-
sured us it is not. "I am a happy
man " smiled Kazan, "and Edt
die is definitely not".i "
Near the outset of filming. It
4IPILS evident that Miss Dun-
'way's stay in Rome for "A -
Time for Lovers" with Marcella
Mnstroiannt had caused finish
to be written to her long-time
romance with Jerry Schatz-
berg set to direct her next
him "Puzzle of a Downfall
Chad." However. it seems that
Faye and Jerry, at this writing,
anyhow, are still afbiable enough
le continise business if mot




filming of -The Arrangemrnt."
Marcell° flew to Hollywood. not
only to see Faye. but to set up
their next film together He
illever visited her on the set
but phone calls Were regular.
Until Starcello arrived ob the.
ne. FAN'e lived her wrial gre-
ilkroan life- readily availablethe phone at the Beverly',shire Hatel. But after MMlit teen, she hid from all.
,..n.,, .d to it secluded home at






Consider the cat. This furry,
creature today faces the same
problems his ancestors did:
respiratory diseases. gastro-
enteritis. anemias, cancers,




"Until recently very few
funds have been available for
studies about diseases of cats."
the foundation said
Dog problems being studied
by the foundation include ane-
mia, diarrhea, gait, hip dys-
plash', reproduction and oth-
ers.
A survey by the foundation
last year showed that one out
of five dog owners raft canine
skin diseases as, a troublesome
problem. Next in importance
was reproduction, then dyspla-
sia, followed by eye problems.
parasites, distemper, digestive
conditions.
The horse, meanwhile. prat?.
Wally has been forgotten by
science, the foundation reports.
1
 
More horse research is
needed." the report 'said. "A
start was made in recent years
but more rrolf he done. 
an Introvert
Faye Dunaway
stay dillIng the nutter months'
• • •
FAYE is rarely seen at res-
taurants or at premieres or at
other places where super-or-
would-be-stars are supposed to
be warn.
Miss Dunaway Was called on
for several nude scenes in this
film' and it took all of Kazan's i
persuasiveness to reduce her tel
any state of nudity for the cam-
eras Although she iiia very
bold and forceful actress, she in
not 00 bold as to undress in
public or even the privacy of a
round stage with a ekeleton
crew 
•
Kazan kept the nude scenes
„limited to only glimpses of Use
Aisrobed bunaWay. Melodist
one in a swimming pool
legs :ire too thin." she
admitted. Alio ' I'm 'not full
enough on top" This may es-
•••••
plain her reluctance at film
nudity. It may be her lack of
exhibitionism. I
However, durfRit the making
of -Bonnie and Clyde" we vis-
ited the set during the sexiest
scene put on screen in many
Year*. Neither Faye nor Warren
Beatty objected to our presence
- or the scene. Similarly on
"The Thomas Crown Affair"
there were no problems with
her torrid scenes with Steve
McQueen.
A friend who spent consider-
able ,time with F4e in Rome
during the filming of "A Time
For Lovers," reports ape might
as well have been living in a
convent. She always found ex-
cuses not to go out on the town.
She didn't even do much sight-
neeirig and virtually never ex-
posed herself to the curious
Italians who thought her "Bon-






dogs, cats and horses — when
not feeling up to woof, meow
or neigh, respectively.
According to the Morris




Southern States Industrial Council
MR: NIXON'S BEGINNING 
The Issue Of Responsibility
McNamara and the Pueblo
of the Pueblo disaster and all the
key figures in it should be reveal-
Reaction to proceedings in the 
ed for the public. The way to get
the facts is for Congress to holdnaval court of husky inventliat- 
open hearings. That way, the re-_ _In tbe1"SI  nsibility for all aspects of aDna al
,_
tolgeeller nelmwY• rk chapter in American historyexists that NM* will be attaclid ill be pinpointed.ta the wrong parties.
We live in an age Of permiss-
iveness and excuses, sadesswei-ght of fashionable opinion
nst holding people to strict=
at for their actions. Thus it Is
there has been an outcry in




Regardless of whether Comm-
of
ander Bucher was right or Wrong
In his conduct as commanding
officer of a naval vessel, it is
only proper that the Navy deter-
mine who vras accountable br a
ship belonging to the United Silli-
es falling into enemy hands.Aes-
ountability is a fundamental abo-
cept in the Navy and other armed
services. The principal is the
foundation on which accurate, fai-
thful service is rendered to the
United States.
Unfortunately, the intell. ectuill
climate of our era is such thatence isn't paying enough atten- many people try to 'q" orlion to the ailments of the ' dismiss respoosibuity.Theygiffe
psychological or sodologicatf.
asons for not pinpointing rasp*
sihility. Buie. nation earl
excuses, It has to be very est"
that those who are given respon-
sibility are held accountable and i
answer for mistakes if they make'
them.
Some of the same people who
were so eager a few years ago to
muzzle the military are now say-
ing that the 'Na' brass" are at
fault for sending the Pueblo to
sea when she was inadequately
armed. They are hastening to
convict the militarysprofessiona-
ls and the professional concept of
responsibility. They say that the
Navy should emphasize compass-
.t accountability. Computer
ion a virtue In its firmer' sph-
ere, but compelskiou Moak riot
be reserved ier besewho fail to
carry out their orders. The defen-
se of the United States cannot
be based on sentimentality. What
is needed in considering the loss
of the Pueblo cold-eyed real-
-Ism.' If any uniformed officer
was at fault, whether comman-
der or admiral, that fact should
be established and made public,
and appropriate reprimand shou-
ld be made. But the public also
has a right to- expect that the
inquiry will go beyond the unif-
ormed personnel concerned. The
question should be asked why old,
ill-armed vessels are sent on
dangerous missions,
The answer to that question
must be sought by the Congress,
But it is clear that the much-
abused "Navy brass" have spent
the last eight years asking for
new ships. The vast majority of
U. S. warships were' built during
World War U, and are now over-
age.
Though therlfavy brass" ask-
ed for new ships, to carry out
assigned cold war missions such
as electronic intelligence off the
North Korean coast, they have
not received them in adequate
numbers, The reason is that
former Secretary of Defense Ro-
bert S. McNamara fiercely resis-
ted building a modern fleet,
While the Kennedy and Johnson
administrations poured billions
of dollars into political programs
designed to harvest votes, they
declined to construct the ships
needed for the security of the Un-
ited States.
Puree unitised pardons of
cooked squash or pumpkin. sea-
son to taste with curry Powder.
add 1/. teaspoon of sugar per
serving to blend the flavors,
thin with cream, heat, and
serve as an exotic Soul).
•
INIDNEBDAY
TUT-TUT, TET- This 240mm rocket loses its Red glare on capture with some 50 long-range
rockets like it 60 miles northwest of Saigon, along with other assorted munitions. The
cache is believed part of the Communist buildup for the Tet lunar New Year holidays
Feb. 17-20 Radiophoto)
AFTER that film's many 0*-
car nominations, Faye was
happy to be seen and interview-
ed everywhere. At the Academy
Awards, she came up to the
platform where we were Inter-
viewing arriving stars and she
was relax.aI, happy, wore an
eyebrow-raising gown and was
following all the happily-ex-
pected routines of a super-star.
Not now.
On the "Arrangement" set
Faye war; slow to unwind until
she stepped in front of the cam-
cram However. once she got in
the "swing" with 'Kazan and
. her co-stars, she revealed her•
`.self to be the actress for which
she was credited.
However,. Faye 'had an elu-
sive .quality wherein she slipped
unnoticed from her dressing-
room to the set and also disap-
peared between scenes. She Iii
I no longer the -jolly girl" who
laughed And Joked 'between
1
takes ; She now does her job
: does it well and minds her
,business. .
1 .And like many...super-stars of
the past, ahe is trying to keep
everyone from minding HER
.tiuSineisie
Mr. McNamara allowed many
elements in the U. S. defense
establishment to run *Am dan-
gerously. Ships were taken fro
the Atlantic Fleet and sent to th
Pacific. Inventories of spar e par-
ts were seriously depleted, and
replacements not ordered. Far
from being the brillant manager
his publicists termed him, Mr.
McNamara was a reckless man-
agerial figure who allowed the
overall defense enterprise to be-
come unbalanced and weak
many respects.
It is a matter of historical re.
cord that Mr. McNamara opposed
development of a nuclear fleet
and rejected other programs aj.
med at modernization of the N.
vy. It is impossible for a n.e.ai
court of inquiry to call Mr. Mg.
Namara to testify on why he let
the fleet run dowh, a policy that
Is pertinent to the Pueblo tragedy,
But a congressional investigating
Committee can call Mr. McNam-
ara and all the other former high
administration officials who had
a hand in the Pueblo affair or who
counseled against retaliation wh-en a U, S. warship was snatched
















vitte Your one stop
SHOPPING HEADQUARTERS
GET TOTAL DISCOUVT-PRICES EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK!



















































... the Best for Your Baby!Choose 3-Pc Ski Pajama Sets, little girls' dresseswith matching rubber pants . little boys' shirts withmatching rubber penis, 3-Pc. Layette Sets. . .Granny Gown Sets with curler bonnet and booties. .PLUS many other Wee Winnie Wearable' — all HALFPRICE!
•
ih price
2-PC. PANTS 'N BIB SET
PLASTIC-BABY HANGER FREE'
"Neva-Wet" waterproof baby pants have nylon cush-ioned legs and want . cover-all bib with crumbcatcher AND baby hangar free!
98.
Value 4911 Softect, silkiest, purest powder made
finesnt talc Allergy safe, agrees







14-CANS - 13 Fl. Os,
SAV-RITE PRICED . . .
*/*53 $566
Value
Keep Baby Healthy and Happy
with These Values!
MENNENS BABY MAGIC LOTION
A special, protective lotion. for newborn
skin carefully formulated to give longer.





from  $1.15 Value
wUh
78/t







A growing child needs iron and Chocks
plus iron is the &power . cherry flavor-
ed, chewable multiple vitamins. RegularChocks also available in 60 count size,
$2.19 value, also for $1 66.,
$2.49 $166 60
Value Tablets












Johnson & Johnson COTTON BALLS
1009- sterile for baby care, cleansing
diaper area, ears, eyes, and now, ap-
plying lotiorui, for first aid and cos-
metic use 130 balls.
69e Value
440
125 'SAFETY SWAB" Q TIPS
Its the "Safety Swab" used by more
doctors and mothers handy all
'round the house Double upped with




7 new advanced super stainless blades for
the ultimate in smooth, ,lose, clean, com-
fortable shaves.
JOHNSON'S B 11: ' e __..
. ValueLanolin enriched, pure baby oil that helps $131r841keep skin soft, smooth, free from irrIta-
non. For older babies and adults. too.
-5.
PAL VITAMINS for CHILDREN
80 animal shaped multiple vitamins in $2.29 Value
grapz. cnerry,, orange, icinan ami ,,Ane $166
It's a wonderful new way to be sure




























Why suffer nasal conges-
tion, runny nose, wat-ry
eyes and sheeting? Try
Dristan capsules
N. 4th St.
East Side of Square
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with some 50 long-range
assorted munitions. The















































'Security District Maier in
Peduaik, said today that many
people who that became elig-
ible for social security benefits
under the 1967 Amendments to
the law stand to lose some bene-
hits if they don't apply for
these benefits before March 1,
1969.
I/ a penman applies for_bene-
,,, fits after the month he first"becomes eligible, he may re-
ceive the back benefits for up
to 12 months before the month
of his application. The new typ-
es of benefits were first pay-
able for the month of February
1968. To be entitled to all back
payments, a claimant must ap-
ply no later than February 28,
1969, Whitaker explained.
"If the person waits until
eoMarch, he will lose one month's
back benefit payment and each
additional month's delay will
mean the loss of an additional
month's payment," he mid.
Under the 1967 Social Secur-
ity changes in the law, benefits
may now be payable to the fol-
lowing:
1. Young disabled workers
who previously didn't qualifyifor disability insurance pay-ments, because they had insuf-
ficient work credits;




Chides M. Whitaker. Social
pendent widowers age 50-62;and
3. Children of women work-ers who were insured at
time of their death, disability,or retirement, but who did notmeet the recent work require-
ment.
Whitaker mid he is sure that
there are some people in the
area who may be in line for
payments under the 1967 A-
mendments, but who have not
yet applied for them. Be mid
that despite extensive publicity
given to the Amendments, some
people still may not have heard
about the changes in the law
Whitaker urged those who be-
lieve they or a member of
their family might qualify for
these social security benefitsto get in touch with the social
security office before the endof February. The office is lo-cated at 112 South Tenth Street,
Paducah, Telephone-443-7321.
Whitaker gave the followingbrief descriptions of the new
benefits:
Benefits for Workers Disabled
While Young — To get disabili-ty benefits under the old law,the young worker needed social
security credits for at least 5
out of the 10 years before he
became disabled, unless he be-
came disabled before 31 becauseof blindness.
Now if he becomes disabled
between 24 'and 31, the young
worker will need credits foronly half the time between 21
and the time he becomes un-
able to work. If he becomes
disabled before he is 24, hewill need only 1% years of work
credits out of the 3 years end-
ing when his disability begian
ine sirs month for whichry-
THIE
ments could be made under this
change in the law was Febru-
ary 1968. To be paid all the way
back to that month, the young
disabled worker malt apply for
benefits by the end of February
USK
New Benefits for Disabled
Widows, Divorced Wives. and
Widowers — Before the 1967
Amendmeots, a widow uoder
60 could not get social security
benefits unless she had hi her
care a child entitled to bene-fits bused on her iste anisanu
earnings.
Under the DOW law, a widow_
who is unable to wort because
of severe disability, and whose
huaband had worked long en-
ough under social seetty for
a benefit to be paid, may be
able to get monthly benefits
as early as age 50. Or, if she
and her husband were divorced
after a marriage of 20 years or
longer, and if he was contri-
buting to her support at the
time of his death( or was un-
der a court order to do so),
she may be eligible for disabled
widow's benefits.
A disabled widower 50 or
older who was receiving at lead
half his support from his wife
at the time of her death, may
also be eligible for benefits
under this provision.
In general, a widow, divorced
wife, or widower, can be elig-
ible only if the disability start-
ed before or within 7 years af-
ter the spouse's death.
The first month for which
a benefit may be paid for a
disabled widow or widower is
February 1968. Any person who
waits until after Febraury 1969,
1,0 apply, may oe nosing bene-fits for each month's delay.
LEDGER lb TIMES —
Deporideng of Women Work-
ers — Under the old law, there
were circumstances under which
benefits could be paid to de-
pendents or survivors of a wo-
man worker only if she had
worked under social security




SEATS 490 This Boeing 747 jet, the world's largest commercial plane, dwarfs theF-86 chase plane during testa at Everett, Wash. The' 231-foot mammoth will seat upto 490 persona. Some 28 foreign and domestic airlines have ordered 167 of the big jets.
• ..“••••••• or mop....
Pick up a good second car kohl Volkswagen.
-Somebody traded in a Rolls-Royce fora Volk:-
wooer'?
Yes, somebody traded in a Rolls-Royce for o
Volkswogisn
• It happened in Texas, of course.
But even in overage stoles some pretty fancy
cars show up on a VW dealer's used car lot.
And some not so fancy cars. And some quite
prachcol cars. like Volkswagens.
But no car, Rolls or VW, gets that guarantee on
the windshield Arm0,4,7,.
First it goe rigorous 16-point in-
di root pal*, from eel. et•semb4.•.. brake sy.f•m,
spection.
.If onything needs fixing, it gets fixed. --41. Only then does the dealer guarantee thi freerepair Or replacement of every matoriForkingpore for thirty days or a thousand miles,. 
Whichevercomes first.
So when a Volkswagen dealer soys that a usedcat' is as good on the inside as it
looks on the outside, yoki don't hosvo
to trust him.




Chestnut Street - Murray, Kentucky






Now t is special require-ment has been removed. Bene-fits may be paid in these casesbeginning for the month ofFebruary 1968, if the womanworker has enough work cred-its for a benefit to be Paid- re-gardless of how recently the
work was done.
This change in the law pro-
vides benefits for some chil-
dren whose mothers died, re-
tired, or became disabled atter
working under social security;same widowers who were de-
pendent on a wife at the time




husbands who were dependent
on a wife at the time of her
disability or retirement
The first month for which a
benefit could be paid under thie
provision of the law also it
February 1968. Any dsley in
making application beyond Feb-
ruary 1909, will, as in the other
two ineinices, result in a loss
of benefits.
Have another projecteo new
series. Universal is knitting one
for prospective NBC use called
"The New Doctors," starring
Joseph Cotten as a surgeon
miampa
I Look Sis' 
What's I







1111 lipi MOM 11111%
Keep Up with the News about 11
Shopping and Savings, Too.... q
aim= Ea mug
Youtii.see by the paper_ Witat4 new, what's go-
ing on;. shot's tto do. In your newspaper, your
- whole family finds entertainment and informa-
tion. What's more, your newspaper is your
marketplace, where advertising competition
thrives, and you discover how to get best values













111011/18181 VINYL storage cages store
awl iraseera plates, even attver platters
THE LED'01111 A TIMES MURRAY, LIKTUCILY
LARGE FIBERBOARD chests with easy-
CALM" handles and lids are handy.
Space makers
By JOAN 11111WVIN
WIL:T every home needs isCloset with elastic
walls that would stretch,
stretch and stretch some more
to accommodate all the odds
and ends, the off-season cloth-
ing, the holiday linens and
special - occasion housewares
that accumulate as time goes
by.
Until an elastic closet is in-
vented, a homemaker would
do well to look into the space-
makers that abound in notion
departments. Cleverly de-
signed, they serve and serve
well) any number of storage
needs.
• One of the newest aids
to space-saving is a boot bag.
It hangs on a closet rod with
boots upside down, safely
mapped into a boot - shaped
pocket Available in 18 and
24' lengths the bag comes in
a choice of fashion colors.
Storing good china cups and
saucers create another apace
problem. No matter how you
stack them, they take up more
space than they should -- and
you have to stack carefully
lest they get chipped.
• The solution is a circular
quilted vinyl unit with a di-
ameter of 13ks that has Corn-
partments for 8 cups and a
center section for stacking 8
saucers, each separated by a
circle of foam.
• The same company
makes foam-lined chests with
foam divider pads for silver
istores service for 12) as well
as individual chests for sau-
cers, bread & butter plates,
soup, or salad plates, dinner
plats and silver serving plat-
ters.
Each vinyl uqit has a zipper
closure and a firm cover and
base so that units .cen be
stacked to make the absolute
most of cabinet or closet
shelves.
• For holiday linens. long,
Triangle
JUST what we've needed to hold boots: a
stowaway bag that hangs up in closet
narrow wood - grained paper-
board boxes with side handles
are ideal. Either 31%" or
long, they fit on a
closet shelf or under a bed
with no effort and are also the
right size for clothing. In
larger versions. these boxes
are ideal for toys, show or
other bulky items.
• If closet space is hope-
less, notion departments men a
one - piece fiberboard wood-
grained wardrobe (30"x21"x-
59' with a sliding door that
becomes an additional closet
in attic or basement for out-
of-season clothing.
• Also look for such nifty
notions as see-through storage
boxes (g reat for closet
shelves', handbag holders.
multiple hangers, tie racks,
belt racks, shoe racks and
other aids that help you con-
quer inner space and solve
your storage problems neatly
and efficiently.
Cardinal Tad
UNDER-BED fiberboard- chest is one of
storage items in notion departments.
r ILL •GE IS INFERNO
AS BOMBS SMElt.S
it ASE DIEHARD REDS
NE AR OSJANG NGAI
AmaULANCE COPTEll
.0ADING wonting°
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FLOODS HIT CHICAGO William Seebauer sloshes knee-deep
in ice-covered water as hewalks down a path t a neigh-
bor's house in suburban Rivet side Lawn. Ice einfs blocked •
the Des Plaines River scnding it over its banks
FASHIONETTES 
By united' Press International
Coat dresses in the.Pattullo-
Jo .Copeland collection for
spring have slightly off-center
closings. Waistlines are crush-
ed, wrapped or sashed, either
high, low or dead center at the
waist.
• • •
The sleeveless coat-suit isis
exciting look in the new Origi-
nal& collection. One example:
a ciouoie - breasted sleeveless
coat in a vicuna color over
white blouse and pants. The
sleeveless coat also tops a high
neck dress that is belted. Other
versions appear in pale wools.
Any of the coats could just as
saUIUh1y make the scene
gone.
IIEVENIKG. TOO. is the tone for all-American doable knit
wool as it is used here by Rudl Gerrireich for Harmon Knit-
wear. Long skirt of flaring panels is topped with a fitted
deep V neck mini bodice outlined with contrasting banding.
Sy TAD ROV/ADY
THE..CUE for Spring fash-
ions is softness and anima-
tion with skirts that are free
and moving and dresses that
glide over the body, gently de-
fining the figure either by a
belt at the natural waistline
or intricate seaming .
Stripes, contrast piping and
hem borders are a big part of
the new action look. Cons.-
qiiently fabric is Most IM-
portnnt in order to properly
and smartly interpret this
swinging fishoon trend
One fabric with a great tal-
ent for translating this new
mobility is pliant, soft all-
Americin double knit wool. It
flows grid flexes, flips into
lively pleats or slithers into
slim, smooth tailored silhou-
ettes holding the line without
mussing or wrinkling
Stripes, contrast piping and
hem borders are a big part of
the new action look. An easy
shirt dress of wool knit with
a notched shirttail hem is
pined and lightly betted in a
Knits Rivihg to _Cpring
On Cue Softly And With Gentle Animation
WHITE horizontal pin-striping on green
adds pristine freshness to this double knit
wool dress by Goldworm. White accents bib
yoke, wide spread collar and square buckle
contrast accent color, horizon-
tal pin stripes of white give a
spanking Spring freshness to
a short-sleeved double knit
wool dress with a buttoned bib
yoke and a spread-apart collar
The knit wool jacket- blazer
striped Or in solid color worn
with easy-leg or straight slim
pants or pleated skirt* is one
or Spring's favorites All the
tennis dress action in its orig-
inal sports role is translated
Into a 19de vtaaion. with a long
V luck navy -pnlIover polled
V NECK TOP pulls easy and low over a.
moving pi, ated skirt that is hem-banded
to match By Goidwortn, this double knit
wool has nostalgic classic tennis dress look.
low over a white pleated skirt
with the hem banded in match-
ing nary
This soft animation doesn't
stop with daytime clothes. It
moves on into evening and one
of the season's most attrac-
tive and sophisticated gowns
is a float of supple double knit
wool with a long skirt of flar-
ing panels that fold front and.
aft in graceful lines from a
deep. V neck mini bodice with
crisa-croseed contrast banding
nfl easy to rare for. no won.
derfully packable. all-Ameni.
can wool knits are great for
traveling, for a honeymoon or
for a resort or crulae vacatloe
the year around. Allegedly be-
cause of its insulating ability,
It protects the body against
heat or (old extremes. And,
with the ups and downs of the
'thermometer, with air condi-
tioned indoors or variable
Spring weather, healthful corn•
fort is a vital factor which is






Accompany President Nixon on his European trip: Secretary of State V1 illiam P. Rogers!middle) and Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, national security adviser—both nen on the wens.
Oday
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-APIA OLDSMOBILE, good con
dMion, $850.00. Phone 753-8958
F-14-P
1968 FORD Galaxie 500, 2-door
hardtop. 302 with automatic
tratimnn, air conditioning,
pots* brakes and power steer-
Eurealady with blank Amyl




on, deluxe cab, all
ts. Llke brand new with
nly 1,100 miles and its ready
go. Can be bought with cash
✓ terms. For more Information
it the truck contact Clyde Rob-
erts, State Farm Insurance Of-
fice at 201 So. 6th St., phone
74,330, or see him at 502
St., phone 753-5193 or
• contact Mr. Charlie Jackson, at
the Paducah Bank & Trust Co.,
In Paducah, phone 443-6242, ex-
.tension 35. F-13-C
1
1968 FORD Galaxie 500, 4-door
sedan. 4,000 actual miles. 390
i automatic, power steering. Bea-, 
blue and white with blue
interior. A like new local
jos for every member of the
I family. Parker Ford Used Car
Dept. Phone 753-5273. F-14-C
1965 CHEVROLET 4-door
pri, 396 with automatic trans-
mission. A local car with power
steering and power brakes. See
tit you'll want it, drive 4-you'll
buy it. Parker Ford Used Car
De..-7) Phone 753-5273. F-14-C
1964 VOLKSWAGEN, $695.00.
Good condition. Call 762-6296
alter 6:30 p. m. F-13-P
wE HAVE an extremely nice
1964 Falcon 4-door, 6 cyclinder
straight shift. It's a local one
owner car that's like new, 32,000
'miles. Don't wait to see this
on it'll be gone. Parker Ford
Used Car Dept. Phone 753-5273.
F-14-C
1963 FALCON Station Wagon.,
with automatic transmission.
t Real nice local car. Economical
to buy, economical to drive. It's
priced to sell. Parker Ford
Used Car Dept. Phone 153-5273.
F-14-C
AFt'CIAL! 1961 Dodge 4-door
lean 8 automatic. Motor runs
great, body in good shape. Clean
Interior. A local car specially
priced now at $295 00. Parker
Ford Used Car Dept. Phone
753-5273 F-14-C
RABBITS and one cage for rab-
bits, 701 So. 9th Street, after
3 00 p. m., or call 7516051.
F-14-NC
1 TURKEYS for sale. Phone 753-4432. F-14-CTROPICAL FISH and supplies
at Wilson Aquariums. New ship-
ment just in. 405 N. lath.
'Phone 753-7407 Open Mends)
through Saturday from 10 a. m.
'til 7 p. m.; Sunday from *soon
to 6 p. m. F1-14-C
THR LEDGER ft TIMES ▪ MURRAY, KENTUCKY
WEDNESDAY-FEBRUARY 12, 1069 '
HELP WANTED
ANT
MAN WANTED AT ONCE
TV and Radio
Technician
Must have some exper
ience in color TV work. Full
time employment. Top







MATURE WOMAN for general
office wort. Typing and 'host
hand` required. Bookkeeping ex-
perience helpful. Send outline
of education and experience to
Box 181, Murray. F-13-P
WANTED-R. N. or LPN's for
11-7 and 3-11 shift. Excellent
salary. Good working condi-
tions. Contact Sam Gray, May-
field Hospital, 203 E. North St.,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-5320. F-13-C
NEED EXTRA INCOME? For a
person who has extra time on
her hands that would like to
use this time to supplement
her income. Set your own hours
and days you work. This wo-
man must be sincere, honest
and able to wort well with
other women. Very high in-
come, even on a put time
basis can be yours if you QOM-
ity. For interview only call 753-
6970 between 2 to 4:30 week.
days. F-1
WANTED TO BUT
WANTED: Small vacant acre-
age or large lot near Murray or
Baotou preferably from own-
er. Write giving location and
price to P. 0. Box 32-T, do Led-
ger Is Times, Murray, Ky.
F-13-C
WANTED: Chihuahua puppy
Call 753-3992 after 5:00 p. m.
-F-13-C
WANTED: War souvenirs, Civil,
Spanish, World War I World
War II, Korean and Vietnam.
Special inter; helmets, dag-




Complete new and recover
shingle roofing service. Spec-
ializing in repairs. Guaranteed
workmanship. 489-2156 Klrksey,
KY. TFC
I WILL DO alterations in my
home. Phone 753-5427. F-13-C
LOST AND POUND
LOST: Weimaraner dog, male
wearing red collar, Gary Jones.
Call Leonard Wood 753-5423.
F-13-NC
TOR RENT
NEW AND COMPLETE 2-bed-
room apartments. One furnish-
ed and 1 unfurnished. Call 753-
7457 or see at 901 Sunny Lane.
F-14-C
1967, 10' x 42' house trailer,
electric heat, $75.00 per mon-
th. Phone 75341231. F-124
FURNISHED bosement, for
couple, electric hest, air-con-
ditioned and private entrance.
Near town. Telephone 753-3195.
F-12-C
ONE TWO-BEDROOM trailer,
$30 per month; one one-bed-
room, $40 per month, both elec-
tric heat. Call 480-3623. F-12-C
ONE 50' x 10' two-bedroob trall-
er. All electric, air-conditioned,
private lot. Located at Stella.
Call 400-3623.
NICE ROOMS for boys, single
or double. Private parking.
Phone 753-6243. F-17-C
TWO-BEDROOM furnished a-
partment, located block from
University. Call 753-7408 or 753-
7282. F-13-C
FURNISHED HOUSE for col-
lege boys, one block from camp-
us. Phone 753-3895. F-13-C
SINGLE ROOM for a boy. Show-
er, kitchen and air condition-
ing. If interested call 753-8292
after 6.00 p. m. F-13-C
TWO-BEDROOM furnished trait-
er, adults only. Utilities paid.
Phone 753-7233. F-14-C
HOUSE TRAILER, West Syca-
more Street, 2 bedrooms. Call
753-5332. F-14-C
NOTKE
LADIES! Brands you know M
THE STRIPE SHOP 001 South
dth. Slacks, sweaters, tops.
shirts. Low discount prices!
Feb.-111•C
NOTICE: We repair all makes
vacuum cleaners, toasters, mix-
ers, irons, heaters, all small
appllanceb. Ward & Elkins, 409
Maple. March-6-C
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 913 Murray, Kr., C.
K. Sanders. Phone 382-3176.
Lynnville, Ki'• March-12-C
JONES PEST Control Service.
Guaranteed results. Unmarked
car. Fly control, roaches, ants,
spiders and etc. Phone 480-
3022 or 489-3021. March-13-P
WANTED GIRL to share 2-bed-
room furnished house, near
University on North 13th. Phone
753-8438 or 753-4791. F-13-C
- FOR SALE -
INVESTMENT PROPERTY •
o'
..Located on large commercial lot. Five unit a-
partment house. Building in top state of repair,
full basement, automatic gas furnace heat. All
apartments completely furnished, with private
baths. All stay rented with present low rate rent
of $345.00 per month. Can be bought on terms.
See Baxter Bilbrey, 210 Main. No panes calls
please. f 10 c
ItEAL ESTATE FOR SALE
AN ATTRACTIVELY designed
new 4-bedroom tri-levei home
with a formal dining room, bea-
utiful kitchen cabinets, built-
in appliances, 2 full baths, fam-
ily morn with fireplace, carpet,
central heat and air and many
more added features. IS you're
booking for the beet in a house
today, call us at 753-3903 any
F-14-Ctime.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our deep
appreciation and thanks to our
many friends and re yes for
the kind expressions of sym-
pathy and kindness extended
to us following the death of
our mother and grandmother,
Mrs. Ben (Mae) Scherffius. May
God's richest blessings be with
each of you is our prayer.






GILT RID of pests, they wart
leave on their own. Termites go
right on eating if you Wow,
them. Kelly's Peat Control is the
answer, locally owned and op-
erated for 20 years. We can be
reached 36 hours a day. I/ It.
• pest call us. Phone 7534914.
Munber Chamber of Commerce
and Builders Associadoe WP-
M& Kelly's Peet Control, 100
So. 13th Street, phone 703-M141.
H-F-12-C
I AM NOT responsible for
tbts incurred by Evelyn SmithSanyo. Signed by Joseph T.
Barron. F-I3-C
SMALL FARM
30 Acres, 101/2 Miles West of
Murray on Lynn Grove Hwy.
Good home containing 3 bedrooms, living
room, kitchen and bath. Electric heat. Good
outbuildings. Good fences. Last year soybean
...production, $1400.00. For quick sale $19,000.00.
Purdom -& Thurman Real Estate
407 Maple 7753-4451
WE NEED LISTINGS 1 15e
"BELTONE factory fresh hear-
ing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
H-1TC
FOR ALL of your personalized
stationary, informals, announce-
ments, business cards, and wed-
dings announcements or invi-
tations visit tl2e Office Supply
Store of the Lsr & Times.
H-F-15-NC





* MAINE LOBSTERS *








YOU WILL DO yourselves and
this office a great favor if you
will license your cars and trucks
now! Please bring your 1968
license receipt. All individual-ly owned out of state cars need
to be licensed this week or willhave to wait until March 1. We
are warning you so please take
this as such or you may have
to stand in line All dealers
need an NADA book. Send $7.00to this office. We will take careof it for you. Bills of sale made
by dealers must have NADA
price and model number. We










SPOTS BEFORE your eyes-on
your new carpet-remove them
with Blue Lustre, Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K. F-15-C
17 a 00' EMBASSY Mobile
Bente, '67 Model.
room, all-electric, birch panel
tag throughout. „Phone
247-3949 after 400 p.m. or 753-
7777 TENC
NEW fashion colors are Sue's
delight. She keeps her carpet
coliws bright-with Blue Luis-
tre! Rent electric shampooer
$111. Western Auto Store. F-15-C
SALLY'S in-Laws coming. She
didn't fluster-cleaned the car-
pets with Blue. Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Tidwell's
Paint Store.
FANCY GUPPIES and others,
206 South 16th Street. Monday
thru Friday, 7:00 p. in. to 10:00
p. in., and Saturday 12:00 noon
1.11 10:00 p. in.
WEANING PIGS. Call Larry
Wisehart 753-8875. F-13-C
BY OWNER: three-bedro
trailer, New Moon, 12' x 58',
electric heat. Cost $5600.00,
take $4500.00. Set up on lake
with spetic tank. Also 15 foot
Winner boat, 60 HP Johnson
plus trailer. Cost $2350.00 take
$1650.00. Both under guran-tee. 436-2298. F-17-C
SWEET POTATO'ES, 23.00 a
bushel. Bring your own con-
tainers On Puryear and Jones
Mill Road. Call Brooks Cody.
247-5208 or 492-8452. F-13-P
The flutters of spring camein fashion via ostrich feathers.Joberr pres"Nieted an evening
ensemble with a poncho-likeaver-up which was rimmed in
ostrich feathers. The dress un-
derneath was in princess lines.
Mow Grease Helps
Save 'Relic' Mote
JEFFERSON, Tex. Wm ) -
When tycoon Jay Gould wasrefused the right to bring a
railroad through Jefferson in
1885, he inscribed across the
register of the Excelsior Hotel,
"The end of Jefferson."
"He predicted that bats
would roost in the belfries,
grass would grow in the streets
and trees in the buildings. "He
came close to being right.' saidMrs. W. S. Terry, one of a
group of women who have
worked to restore Jefferson to
some of its former glory.
In the 1870's and 1880's. Jef-
ferson had a population of over
35,000 instead of its present 3,-
500. Social life was gay. The
Excelsior, with its beautifully
appointed drawing and diningrooms, was the scene of many
of the famed "Queen Mab"
balls. These balls were part of
Jefferson's own Mardi Gras,
which was comparable to that
of New Orleans with its pa-
rades, floats and bands.
Visitors to the little EastTexas town, nestled betweenLake 0' The Pines and CaddoLake near the Louisiana bor-der, included Presidents Grantand Hayes.
In 1961, the members of th
Jessie Allen Wise. Garden Clu
bought the Excelsior to restor
it.
"When the last owner died
seven years ago," said 114.,_
Terry, "we were afraid some-
one would buy it and tear It'
down or not keep it up prop-
rly.
"We redesigned it ourselves.
''The original furniture was re-
finished. We now operate it as
a going concern."
Mrs. Terry said the garden
club spent close to $150,000 on
restoration, but has reduced
that debt to less than $20,000
with nc outside help.
The women' run the hotel
themselves. Rooms are rented
at night, and tours are con-
ducted during the day.
The women found that hotel
work is simply housework on a
larger scale. There are beds
to make. furniture to dust, rugs
to clean-and in 17 rooms that
accommodate 30 people.
"But we do it," Mrs. Terry
said, "mainly because we're
proud of ourselves for what
we've done."
The building itself dates to
the 1850's when it was built by
riverboat captain. William
Perry. Jefferson thrived then
as a shipping port on the Big
Cypress Bayou.
Today the Excelsior remains
as a reminder of that era and
has become an East Texas
storehouse of antiques and art.
Its chandeliers and paintings
are from France. its mantles
from Italy and its ballroom col-
umns from Greece. The general
theme is mid-Victorian but al-
most all periods are there.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Ani w • ""estenia)/4%azi.
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I CAN'T OPEN MY
BANK--- I FORGOT
THE COMBINATION
t. S Pts 00 -AB N.Y. ••••••••11•••• U••••• haw.. 1.••••••
by Charles M. Schulz
--(I WOULD HAVE MADEA 600D PRAIRIE 006
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GET tie:THERE AND START
A LANDSLIDE.-THEN IT WILL
LOOK AS IF HE MERELY




by R. Van Buren
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frainelneed Preen Page One)
a roll can vole and each county
cast its bond vie for thassiat.
The Rinisi sassioa bean
about 19 minutes lie and was
campieeed in lees than an hoar
dad • belt Danocits took
more then four hire for
king Monday night in •
Mg which Meted more than
eta hours.
The speed and
Imre indicative of die Seas Univereity attending e-ddy* to pie control of the da king with Rev. Lloyd Cornell,iegoeole wheca noir is divided director pi the Haiti Student4-4 between Repubiicams and Union. Murray.
Democrats. Bra Rey Broad:kW and Mrs.Danocit Everett was abet- Re&DO MosTard of the Loan
ed to his 6th term last year Noon Ens. at the First 11.
without 0IPPiiiton hose either tist Cinch else atteadel Bei—. retreat. Rodney Pee, NE yess-Reputation= begin :idea, and Alia lielista BID
the traditional' member, as° attonind the
in 1952 when 
apse-
st Sat weekend of activities. rength
District voters chose Repub Murray haernstiamel students
can Wiiii11131 Brock to succeed attending were Titus Oki%
Deneoetat James Frazier. In Africa; Modena lraa;1906. Memphis voters in the V.1*Gbaserian, Iraq; Caries
9th District addled the GOP's Chews, Peru; Here& Jen Yang,
Dan KaYkendail to replace lib Taiwan; Joe Stun, Hong Krieg;
erai Democrat George Grader. Suri Lisogbiabal, Tbailind Sa-
Dunnville began his political mud Pins end Thomas Kur-oareer in Millington as • mem- Ian, India; Riche Kim, Korea;bee of the city bowed of elder Josses Kamm Japan; and
men. He wes elected to repro- Gbeseen Ham. Jordan-
meet Shelby County's 1st Leiria. Highlights of the retreat were
lietive District in 1966 and wee a° ìd FraFra'afeaturing mink, folk dancing,re-electipn loot yaw.
etc., by the studenn dressed
in their native dress; ponied
discuedorn concerning the
countriet sharing of the Christ-
tea faith along with faiths of
other countries.
The international students
were all guests of the Kennieky
Baptist Convention for the pro-Benjamin Humphrey, son or grant and the tour of lint-Mr. and Mrs. Maurice E. Hata- math Cawpiney, Route 3, Murray, Ken-
tucky, hes recently been honor-
ed by The Southwestae Case-
• as Northvale, Teenagers.
Last summer Beane ison spec-
ial recognitioo in compellibet
with mat than 4.000 Mills&
Mg (settee* student/ mite WM
se:e-ted free apperatilitigig 411E




of stadrals tom schools gib
as The University of 0.
me. The University of Migellett
The Lativeratr TexhL TheUniversity of California, and
Harvard, he ricked as the num-
ber 23 saiesman.
al311,iir is s sterket et Mur-
ray Siete Univereity. Dee to
the outstanding job that be hes
done in the pest, he has bees
asked to return as a Student
Manager and he leeabeady
begun to select fellow college
students to participate in the
moire= with him this summer. 
• •
Because of the tremendous a- 
Good news for those fans of
mount of drive. initiative 
and 
—
Roger Moore 's on-again. off
again series. The Saint." NBCthideterminabc'ayeiv, Girt i—""P'Yt'uttar.. nwItlwotpu  thpreobashbolwy ihack on 
rr andcentre, D ei
jackson
vision Sales Mailer keep it on until next Fall.leePrerbeted that he and the 'Mere win be new episodes formen who work with hien 313




the most part, although some
that have been aired here In
past seasons will be repeated
before the summer is over
TELEVISION SCHEDULE
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The ennui lelawastilli anh.
trait sponsored by es Kew
batty Baptist Coogan**, ties
heed the met weekend at Mam-
moth Cave Naiad Perk for
aH inextees in the site.
Over fifty countries were re-
presented st the retreat with
twelve of tits sixty interest-
Wei students front Murray
Robert Rooks took time qut
from his wean/ Job as one &the three stars of ABC's
"N.Y.P.D " to play a guest role
In a CBS "Manna" private eye
drama
• • •
"Aaron Slick from Punkin
Oda." That's the title of an
old, old corny. bucolic comedy,
for the most amateur of
amateur players, that is reput-
ed to be the most-performed
play In American annals. Back
In 1952 Paramount Pictures
made It into a musical movie
starring Dinah Shore, which
didn't much resemble-the orig-
inal. Now. Paramount Televi-
sion is, hopefully, turning it
Into a half-hour comedy series
for the C138-TV 1970-11 ma,
son, that isn't to be like the
original play or the movie. "A
totally new approach" SP the
way it is described. It better
be that.
V..
1-6 a.m. Ch. 4 The pace is geared for starting the day with
floyce Hawkins, Pete Sayers, Williams and The Morn-
ing Slaw band.
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(groomed From Page One)
bar of Pep Club, Beta Club, and
MLA.
Escorting Vickie were Hal
Kemp. senior, son of Mrs. Effie
Kemp, and Steve Cavitt, sen-
ior, Err of Mr. and Mrs. John
B. Gent..
Don Overbey, junior, captain
of this year's basketball team,
presented the attendants with
basketbalI necklaces and crown-
ed the queen.
The flower girl was Miss
Cheryl Shelton, daughter o f
Mr.. and Mrs. Terry Shelton,
and crown bearer was Master
Gene Wilfred, scat of Mr. and
Mrs. Bernice Wilfred.
After the game, the queen
end attendants were honored




Pay Raise To Be
Turned Back By
One Lawmaker
By MICHAEL L POSHER
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
41 Per int Pay rotas which
Congress agreed to accept as a
Valentine's Day patriot will be
named back to Uncle Sam by
at Horn ono ismineiter.
Rep. Andrew Jacobs Jr. 13-
bed who is starting his third
term, told UP! be will mins
the extra $12.500 to the Trea-
sury — for die net of this two-
term
The pay raise — from $30,000
a year to $42,500 annually —
will go to all 535 members of
Cowrie effective this Friday.
While not turning back his
increese, Sea. Robed Byrd, D.
W.Va., was setting up a "Rob-
ert C. Byrd Sehoiarship Re-
cognition Fund" with soli $4,-
000 of his increase.
He mid he would give a m
savings bond to each valediet-
origin in Wed Virginia's 300 or
as high schools each year.
Jacobs mid he was elected to
a term at a salary of $30,000 a
year, and did not feel that he ,
should accept the extra money,
since be did not get elected to
a $42,500 job.
Under law as interpreted by ,
Supreme Court decisions dating
back to the 1920a, a congress-
man can't refuse his salary. I
But, Javier mid, there is notb-1
Mg to prevent him from mend-
ing it beck to the Treasury once
be gets it
Jacobs mid he agreed with
two Supreme Court rulings Pre-
venting a csingresemam from
Irefusing pay. The rulings, m-
ooning to Jacobs, are deripind
to want a "competition for
asyve jobs between weal.
thy and len wealthy people.
Final rites for Elliott K.
Wear were held today at three
pan at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Dr. Samuel R. Dolson, Jr., and
Rev William K. Porter officiat-
ing
The active pallbearers were
Gffigles Willis, Bryan Tolley,
Dennis Taylor, Prentice Lama-
er . Joe Pat James, and Loren
Adams.
Serving as honorary pallbear-
ers were John Whitnell. Fred
Schultz, Luther Robertson, Ver-
non Hale, Wayne Doran, Frank
Albert Stubblefield. Vandal!
Wrather, John Rowlett, Codie
Osidwell, and Eddie Roberts_
Burial was in the Murray
Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Wear, age 72, passed sway
early Monday marping at the
Murray-Osilovray County Hospi-
tal.
Survivors are his wife. Mrs.
Geargia B. Weer, daughter,
Mrs Haney Grimes, two grand-
children. Tony Brooks and Jae
Allen Grimes. three asters,
Kiss Emily Wear, Mrs. C. B.
Ford, and Mrs Ronald Chur-
-!hill, one brother. Daniel M.





Federal State Market News
Service Wednesday, February
1,2, 1969 Kentucky Purchase
Area Hog Market Report In-
cludes 9 Buying Stations.
Receipts 607 Head, Barrows ancl
Gilts 25-56f Higher. Sows, Ste-
ady to 25t Higher. 
.
US 2-3 190-240 lbs $20 25-20 75,
Few 12 $2100
US 24 200-240 lbs $19.75-20.25,
US 2-4 230-260 lbs $19.25-19.75.
US 3-4 250-280 lbs $18.50-19.25.
SOWS:
US 1.2 2'70 350 lbs $17 00 17.75,
US 1-3 300-400 lbs 116 00 17 00,
US 2-3 450-600 lbs $14 00-16 004
Mrs. Lewis
Dies Tuesday
Mrs. Mammie Lewis of Hazel.
claimed by death Tuesday
at two p. in. at the Murray-Cal-
weal County Hospital. She was
74 years of age.
The deceased was the wife of
the late Rob Lewis who died
January n. 1967. She is sur-
vived by one daughter, Mrs.
Lochn Cothcart of Hazel, and
several aides and nephews.
Funeral services were held
today at two -p in. at the Hazel
Baptist Church with Rev. K. M.
Hampton and Rev. B. R. Win-
chester officiating.
Active pallbearers were Bob-
by Holmes., Charles Wilson, Vie
gil Paschall, Troy Troutdale,
Otho Clark, and Ralph Richer.
son.
Burial was in the South Pleas-
ant Grove Cemetery with the




The funeral arrangements for
Mrs. Mary Lois Willman of
Murray Route Five remain in
complete pending the arrival
of her son, L D. Pace of Rich
mood, Va.
Mrs. Wilhanits, age 66, died
Tuesday morning at the Con
reticent Haivision of the blur
ray Divide of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. She
is survived by her son, L D.
Pace, one stepson, Eimer Wil-
lman, two brothers, Ivan and
Boyce Grease, and four grand-
children.




Dr. Sam Dodger% 'Jr., minis-
ter of the First United Method-
ist Church, will speak on Greece
at the regular meeting of the
Murray High School Parent-
Teachers Association Thursday
night at 7:30 o'clock In the
:school auditorium
President Aude Kase urges
all parents and friede to at-
tend this meeting.
Mn. Joen Bowker will pre-
king the "'Treblettes," a junior
lines gels' ensemble `who will
Mag -"In These Delightful,
Pleasant Groves" by Purcell
aad "A Girl Merrily Was Danc-
ing" arranged by Hallstrotn.
The public is cordially *avlt-lid intend this meeting.
Y—ETBRUARY 11. 1980
widdinsHfled Murray parachutist receivers trent a Wadi/ at Kyle Pied. The Meeray Sport Parachute Clvii plans an epee hewer moritine an Tinsley Mei at the BaptistShoilent Union Building on the MSLI campus.
Letter To Editor
Mts. Gummi* Acing, EZISCII-
bye Secraaary of Load Board
No. 10 has furnished a clipp-
ing from The Ledger & Times
of January 28, 1969 ettich re-
ferred to heir 25 years of ere
vice with the Callovey County
iocal board
I went to take this opportun-
ity to express my appreciation
for the .excetient article. I am
sure that this news item was
of interest to the readers of
The Ledger & Times especiallysince Mrs. Adams lea served
the people of Cleiloway County
so well throughout the yawn
k is most important that die
citizens of Calloway County
have a good knowledge of refl-
ective service and we reit on
the press to dimeminste our
news of interest It appears
that we have the cooperation
of The Ledger A Ties and we








NBC's "Reber the Elephant"
musical special based on the
Jean DeBrunhoft children's
books will be repeated on the
network from 730 to 8 p.m.
April 21. The original telecast
was last Oct. 21. -
Mrs. Wilkerson's
Funeral Services
To Be On Thursday
Mrs. Becky Pike Wilker-
son, formerly of Calloway Co-
unty, died Tuesday at 7:15 p.
ta. at the Lourdes Hospital, Pa-
ducah.
The deceased was 111 years
of MA
Survivors are one daughter.
Mrs. Mary Yolks of Mt. Olive.
Ky.; one brother, Johnny Peel-
er of Dexter Route One; eight
grasommaron: nye greet grand-childree; one greet great grand-
child.
Funeral services will be held
Iletuaday at 11 a. zn..at the Linn
Funeral Home Chapel, Benton,
with Rev. John Hardy otficiat
Mg.
Mattel will be in the
Seism Cemetery in Calloway
County with the arrangements •by is Linn Funeral Home oflealon whore friends may call
Atilt :NiTsso‘k
4 S. tOWIPSSENIL •
MUTINY COURT MAATIAL A large crowd surrounds the SanFrancisco court building where Mx young soldiers face anArmy court martial on the rare charge of mutiny stemmingfrom their sitdown strike at the Ptesidio stockade Oct. 14
4
The Calloway County 4-H
Teen Club will have a potluck
supper and recreation meeting
at the Carman Livestock Pavil-
lion on Thursday February ii
at 7 30 p no The Pavillion is
located on College Farm Road.
Miss Kathy Seymour. Area
Extension Agent, located at
Bardeen will be in charge of
recreation Mies Seymour is
from Northeastern Indian and
has a degree in Recreation from
Indiana University. Sine has
been employed in the Purchase
Area since last August.
All members are invite° to
attend and to bring a guest
with them
If 
Those members that plan to
attend and have not made re*
ervation call the Extension Of-
ice 753-1452.
SWANNS MARKBush's
MEXICAN STYLE BEANS 3 °az' 29°
Del Monte Cut



































Reelfoot or Krey All-Meat
s BOLOGNA  4
SMOKED - Sliced, Derined
Fresh Country
SAUSAGE
LYNN tiKOVR
Large,
Carton Des,
READY TO EAT
PRUNES
LYSOL TOILET BOWL
GLEANER  33v
t81
s
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